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Abstract
Cellular neural networks (CNNs) constitute a class of recurrent and locally
coupled arrays of identical dynamical systems (cells). The underlying equation governing the dynamics of each cell is nonlinear and the cells are assumed
to operate in parallel. The connectivity among the cells is determined by a set
of parameters denoted as a template set. A specific task is implemented by
determining the appropriate template set.
Signal processing via CNNs only becomes efficient if the network is implemented in analog hardware. In view of the physicallinlitations that analog
implementations entail, robust operation of a CNN chip with respect to parameter variations has to be insured. By far not all mathematically possible
CNN tasks can be carried out reliably on an analog chip, some of them are
inherently too sensitive.
We define a robustness measure to quantify the degree of robustness and
propose an exact and direct analytical design method for the synthesis of optimally robust network parameters. This method is restricted to the class of
so-called locally regular templates, which is rigorously defined. It turns out
that the complementary class, the locally irregular templates, constitute precisely the class of inherently sensitive templates, which makes the synthesis
method generally applicable to all tasks that allow robust operation.
Processing speed is always crucial when discussing signal processing devices. In the case of the CNN, it is shown that the settling time of locally
regular templates can be specified in closed analytical expressions, which permits, on the one hand, template optimization with respect to speed and, on
the other hand, efficient numerical integration of CNNs. Interdependence between robustness and speed issues are also addressed.

VI

Abstract

Another goal pursued is the unification of the theory of continuous-time
and discrete-time CNNs. By means of a delta-operator approach, it is proven
that basically the same templates can be used for both of these classes, even
if their nonlinear output functions differ. However, not all tasks are feasible
on all types of implementation. The common subset of templates that run
on virtually any CNN chip built so far is, once again, the set of locally regular templates - we conclude that local regularity in fact is a key concept in
chip-oriented CNN theory.
More complex CNN optimization problems that cannot be solved analytically necessitate resorting to numerical methods. Among these, stochastic
optimization techniques such as genetic algorithms prove their usefulness, for
example in image classification problems.

Kurzfassung
Cellular Neural Networks (CNNs) sind nichtlineare, rUckgekoppelte, lokal
verbundene neuronale Netzwerke, bestehend aus parallel arbeitenden dynamischen Neuronen oder Zellen. Die Gewichte der Verbindungen zwischen den
Zellen sind bestimmt durch einen Satz von Parametern, der im Kontext der
CNNs Template genannt wird. Durch die Spezifikation eines Templates wird
die Operation definiert, die das CNN ausflihrt.

In der Signalverarbeitung kommen die Vorzitge der CNNs bezitglich Geschwindigkeit und Energieverbrauch erst zur Geltung, wenn das Netzwerk als
analoger Prozessor in Hardware integriert wird. Aufgrund der physikalisch begrenzten Genauigkeit analoger Schaltungen muss sichergestellt werden, dass
das CNN robust ist gegen Abweichungen der Parameter vom Nominalwert.
Bei weitem nicht alle mathematisch moglichen CNN Operationen konnen mit
einem analogen Prozessor durchgefUhrt werden, bei vielen ist die Sensitivitat
inharent zu hoch.
Basierend auf einem Robustheitsmass wird eine exakte und direkte analytische Methode vorgeschlagen, nut der optimal robuste Netzwerkparameter
bestiImnt werden konnen. Die Methode ist beschrankt auf die Klasse der 10kal reguHiren Templates, die prazise definiert wird. Es stellt sich heraus, dass
die lokal irreguHiren Templates genau diejenigen sind, welche zu sensitiv sind
flir ein analoges Netzwerk. Umgekehrt formuliert deckt die Synthesemethode
alle Operationen ab, die nrit genligender Robustheit realisiert werden konnen.
Beim Vergleich von Signalprozessoren ist die Verarbeitungsgeschwindigkeit von zentraler Bedeutung. Beim CNN wird sie durch die Einschwingzeit
bestimmt, die flir lokal regulare Templates in analytisch geschlossener Form
angegeben werden kann. Dies erlaubt einerseits, Templates in bezug auf Geschwindigkeit zu optilllieren, andererseits, CNNs numerisch effizient zu simu-
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lieren. Die gegenseitige Abhangigkeit von Geschwindigkeit und Robustheit
wird ebenfalls untersucht.
Ein weiteres Ziel ist es, eine einheitliche Theorie flir zeitkontinuierliche
und zeitdiskrete CNNs zu erarbeiten. Mit Hilfe des Delta Operators wird
bewiesen, dass grundsatzlich dieselben Templates flir beide Klassen benlitzt
werden konnen, selbst wenn sich die nichtlinearen Ausgangsfunktionen der
ZelIen unterscheiden. Es konnen allerdings nicht alIe Operationen mit alIen
Klassen von CNNs ausgeflihrt werden. Die gemeinsame Untelmenge von
Templates, die auf praktisch allen bisher gebauten CNN Prozessoren lauffahig sind, entspricht derjenigen der lokal regularen Templates - daraus kann
gefolgert werden, dass lokale Regularitat ein SchHisselkonzept in hardwareorientierter CNN Theorie darstellt.
Flir kompliziertere Optimierungsprobleme, die nicht analytisch gelOst werden konnen, muss auf numerische Velfahren ausgewichen werden. Stochastische Optimierungsmethoden wie genetische AIgorithmen sind universell einsetzbar, was am Beispiel eines Klassifizierungsproblemes gezeigt wird.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Motivation

While being easily solved by human beings and animals, practical engineering
problems such as image and speech recognition pose formidable difficulties
to today's conventional digital computing technology. In consequence, new
methods are being developed by investigating the mechanisms of the human
brain, which are particularly promising in the field of image and speech processmg.
The human brain is an extremely complex nonlinear system, consisting of billions of simple processing elements, the so-called neurons. Inspired by this
biological network of neurons and deeply impressed by its signal processing
capabilities, scientists and engineers design simplified artificial models with
the far aim of achieving a pelformance comparable to the biological ideal.
These artificial neural networks (ANNs) [1] belong, technically speaking, to
the category of distributed systems, consisting of many processing elements,
the neurons, that are interconnected according to some structure. A characteristic of ANNs is that the neurons are identical and perform a relatively simple
but nonlinear function. Only the network as the ensemble of all neurons features an interesting behavior.
Various classes of ANNs have been proposed and investigated in the last two
decades, including feedforward and recurrent, time-continuous and discretetime, and synchronous and asynchronous systems of different topologies and
with different types of neurons. The Hopfield network [2] represents an im-
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portant and well-studied class of ANNs. This network is fully connected
and recurrent in the sense that the output values of all neurons are fed back
to the inputs of all neurons. The neuron computes a nonlinear, monotonic,
bounded, and differentiable function (a sigm.oid function) of the sum of its
weighted inputs. Although attempts have been made towards implementing
these networks, their high degree of connectivity impedes the integration in
VLSI technology. Instead, they have to be simulated on digital computers,
which requires high computational power and usually results in bulky systems
with high power consumption.
In 1988, Chua and Yang proposed the cellular neural network (CNN) [3,4]
which can be viewed as a special case of a continuous-time Hopfield network.
It differs from the analog Hopfield network in its local connectivity property,
its space-invariant weight patterns, and the piece-wise linear output function
of its neurons or cells which are arranged in a regular grid of dimension one
or two. These properties allow its realization in VLSI technology, resulting in
CNN chips that are tailor-made for real time signal processing. In fact, many
complex scientific problems can be formulated with regular grids, where direct interaction between the signals on various grid points is limited within a
finite local neighborhood, which is also called the sphere of influence. Hence,
the most fundamental ingredients of the CNN paradigm are: the use of analog
processing cells with continuous signal values, and local interaction within a
finite radius.
Applications of the CNN include image and video signal processing, nonlinear signal processing in general, modeling of biological systems and higher
brain functions, pattern recognition and generation, and the solving of partial
differential equations. The CNN has turned out to be a very general paradigm
for complexity, based on nonlinear dynamics.
In the following sections we provide some basic definitions and theorems
on the characteristics and properties of CNNs.

1.2

CNN Basics

A cellular neural network or, more generally, a cellular nonlinear network is
an ensemble of spatially arranged cells, where each cell is itself a dynamical
system that is locally coupled to its neighboring cells within some prescribed
sphere of int1uence [3,5-7].
A CNN is characterized by its topology and its dynamics. The topology
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Figure 1.1: Topology ofaplanar CNN

determines the arrangement of cells (e.g., a square or a hexagonal grid) and
the dimensionality. The dynamics describes the temporal evolution of each
cell which is assumed to be governed by the differential equation
(1.1)

where JL = (/Ll /L2 ... /Lq) and v = (VI V2 ... Vq ) are multi-indices. The use of
multi-indices allows us to include the notion of multi-layer CNN introduced
in [3] as a subcase of (1.1). We define dim(jL) to be the order of a CNN.
We speak of a one-dimensional CNN and a planar CNN if dim(jL) - 1 and
dim(jL) = 2, respectively. Fig. 1.1 depicts an example of the topology of a
CNN of order two.
The summations in (1.1) are performed over all cells which are connected with
the cell at position JL, denoted by C3fL. We denote the set of these cells by ,NfL ,
the neighborhood of C3fL. The cardinality of N/l.' is the size of the neighborhood and is denoted by INfL I. The state and input of a cell C3fL are defined to
be xfL(t) and u/L , respectively. The input is assumed to be time-independent.
Furthermore, by definition, YfL(t) = f(x/l.,(t» is the output of the cell C3fL at
time t. In particular, we denote by x;' and Y;' the state and the output of C3/l.'
at equilibrium, respectively, i.e.,

v*fL

~

= f(x*)
/l. .

(1.2)
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Figure 1.2: The saturation output function.

The parameters of the CNN at cell elL are assumed to be time-independent
and are collected in a set denoted by 7'JL' the template set 1 at eJL, consisting
of

More specifically, a/LV are called the feedback parameters, bp.,v the control
parameters and Ill, the bias term. By these definitions, we assume that the
coupling between the cells is linear.
The nonlinearity f(·) is the following piece-wise linear function (Fig. 1.2):
f(x)

1

= -(Ix+ ll-Ix -11).
2

(1.3)

We will also denote it by sat(·), the saturation function. Other non-linearities,
such as the hard-limiting (sign) function

( ' = { -11
sgnx)

if.Y > 0
if x < 0 ,

(l.4)

may also be considered.

In the case of the saturation non-linearity, we speak of a linear cell if the
state of the cell is in the linear region of sate), i.e., ly(t)1 ~ Ix(t)1 < 1, and
1The term of a "template set" or simply "template" originates in image processing, where
the first applications of CNNs were considered [4].
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otherwise of a saturated cell. A saturated cell can take on only the values
i.e., it is bipolar valued.

± 1,

So-called spatially invariant CNNs constitute an important class of CNNs.
Their significance lies in the ease of their implementation and in their analytic
tractability, as well as in a wide range of applications. Spatially invariant
CNNs are defined by the requirement that 'Jp is independent of JL, i.e., a/LV =
av, etc. In other words, for each cell, the connectivity with neighboring cells
and the template values are independent of the cell's position on the grid. In
the case of spatially invariant CNNs, we use the notions of A-template and
B-template for the sets A = {aid and B = {b/l,}' respectively.

1.3

Planar and Bipolar CNNs

Spatially invariant CNNs of order one and two are the main subject of this
thesis. In the case of planar CNNs, we assume the cells to be arranged as
vertices of a rectangular grid of size M x N, with M rows and N columns.
Furthermore, we use the indices (i j) instead of /L - (IL 1 IL2), etc. Eq. (1.1)
can then be written as
dx··(t)
it . = -X(j(t)

~

+L

aij,mn sat(xnU1(t»

+

InnEN/j
where

.Ni~j

~

L

bij,mnumn

+ I,

(1.5)

mnEN/j

denotes the r-neighborhood of the cell C:ij defined as
~'j

= {(mn); Im - i I <

r, In - j I < r} .

(1.6)

The number of connections in the r-neighborhood is given by
- (2
. 2
lr+l).
I'Ni I'i 1
J

For later convenience, we adopt the notation 'M'j'. for ,NJ.
IJ
In the case of nearest neighborhood CNNs, i.e., r = 1, the templates A
and Bare 3 x 3 matrices and we employ the following notation to denote
their entries:
A

=

[

QI

a4
a7

a2
as

a3
a6

as

(19

]

B=

[ hI
b4

b2
b5

b3
b6

h

bs

b9

]
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The center entry of the A -template, as, corresponds to the self-feedback of
a cell and is often denoted by a i> Similarly, we denote bs also by be' A
template, say A, is defined to be symmetric if

and anti-symmetric if

If all elements in the A -template are zero except possibly the center element,
a c , the CNN is said to be uncoupled since there is no feedback from the outputs of the neighbors. If at least one of the off-center entries in A is non-zero,
the CNN is coupled. For notational convenience, the 19 parameters (r1, B, 1)
are often rearranged into a single one-dimensional vector :r E ~19 , henceforth
called a template vector or, biologically inspired, a CNN gene:

So far we have considered the system of differential equations given in
(1.5) as an initial value problem. In most applications the system (1.5) is also
subjected to some boundary constraints. Two kinds of boundary conditions
are generally considered: constant and periodic boundary values. In the case
of constant boundary values, the weight of a connection leading to a boundary cell is multiplied with the constant value of the boundary. In the latter
case, the corresponding weight is multiplied with the state of the cell on the
opposite edge of the grid, i.e., the edges of the grid "wrap around". In the presence of non-zero boundary conditions (1.5) has to be modified to include the
contribution of the boundary, e.g., for constant boundary values (1.5) becomes
dXij(t)

cit

. )

- -xij(t

+

'"

L

mnE.N'r
~

amn sat(xmn(t»

+

'"

L

bmnumn + I

+ 3ij,

(1.7)

1I1nEN.~r
.

where 3ij is the contribution of the boundary to the state of the cell C'!ij .
For computational convenience, we rewrite (1.7) in vector notation. Let
x be the state vector comprising the states of all cells. The components of x
correspond to the state of cells in the order of upper left to lower right. Eq.
(1.7) can then be rewritten as
x(t)

= -x(t) + A sat(x(t» + Bu + I + a,

(1.8)
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where the saturation function is understood component-wise. The entries of
the system matrices A and B can be obtained from (1.7) and are denoted
by Ai} and Bij, respectively. In most cases, these matrices are very sparse.
In particular, for symmetric or anti-symmetric templates the system matrices
A,B and A -ae l,B -bel are symmetric or anti-symmetric in the usual sense,
respectively, where 1 denotes the identity matrix. 2
In many applications we are interested in bipolar (±1) outputs
input is also bipolar, we speak of a bipolar CNN.

Definition 1.1 (Bipolar CNN.)
A CNN is bipolar, ~lu,y* E lEMN and x(O)
{-I,O,l}.

E

yti . If the

lEcYN for lE = {-I, I} and JB\o =

We conclude this section by stating a theorem which provides a sufficient
condition for bipolar outputs at equilibrium.

Theorem 1.1 (Condition for bipolar output.)
Assuming that the system (1.7) admits an equilibrium and that the se?l-coupling term ae satisfies ae > 1, then the outputs of the system (1.7) at equilibrium are bipolar.

For a proof we refer to [8]. The basic idea is to show that for ae > 1 any
equilibrium in the linear region becomes unstable, Le, there is at least one
eigenvalue A with Re(A) > O.

1.4

Circuit Implementation of CNNs

Since the numerical integration of CNNs is computationally expensive, applications of CNNs in image and signal processing only become efficient if the
network equation can be implemented in analog hardware. A variety of approaches have been proposed and successfully implemented [9- I4]. Consider
the circuit depicted in Fig. 1.3. The differential equation describing this circuit
2Note that the deflnition of an anti-symmetric template does not necessarily require a zero
center entry.
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Figure 1.3: Circuit ofa cell

corresponds to (1.7) and can be written as

C

dXij (r)

Lir

1~

= --xij(r) +
R

~

~

L

~

amnf(Xml1(r))

..
rr
lJlnE}v j

+
'.

~

L

~

~

~

bmnu mn + I ,

(1.9)

. r

mnE,Njj

i

where the tilde signifies non-normalized parameters. The state of a cell is the
voltage across the capacitor. The weights are realized as voltage controlled
current sources.
In this thesis, we will be mainly concerned with the normalized equation
(1.7), where all quantities are dimensionless. Its relation to (1.9) is established
by the following transformations:
t

----+

r
RC

X mn

----+

X,nn

U ml1

----+

U mn

amn

----+

RZi1nl1

bl11n

----+

Rj)mn

I

----+

RI

Analog implementations imply a number of limitations that need to be taken
into account in the theory in order to assure a conect operation of the system.
The main limitations concern parameter accuracy which can only be accommodated with a precision of a few percent of the nominal values [9, 14-16],
and the characteristic of the saturation function; in particular saturation at exactly ± 1 cannot be guaranteed.
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Outline of the Thesis

The nonlinearities inherent in neural networks are difficult to handle mathematically. In the case of the CNN, its property of being time-continuous and
having a recurrent structure poses additional obstacles. Nonetheless, the behavior of some important classes of CNNs can be analyzed analytically, and
exact design methods can be developed.
The operation of a CNN is determined by an appropriate choice of template sets, inputs, and the initial values of the states. Assuming that the parameters are chosen in a way that we end up with a stable equilibrium of
the system (1.1), the operation of a CNN can be considered as a mapping of
the initial configurations onto the corresponding desired outputs. The design
of a template set consists of determining those values that perform a specific
mapping. Robust design then takes into account physical limitations of analog
implementations, such as input or initial data noise, or parameter inaccuracies.
In Chapter 2, an exact and direct analytical method for the design of optimally
robust templates is proposed. The template synthesis procedure either starts
without any initial template value given an input-output mapping, or can be
used to make existing (but sensitive) templates optimally robust.
For both simulations and applications of the CNN, the settling time is an
important issue, which is discussed in Chapter 3. The settling time, or, in
terms of a signal processing device, the processing speed, is shown to depend
on the template parameters in a highly nonlinear manner. Furthermore, the
interdependence between processing speed and robustness is addressed.
Chapter 4 deals with continuous-time and discrete-time CNNs and their
unification by means of the delta-operator approach. It is proven that the same
template parameters can be used for both classes of CNNs, and that discretetime CNNs correspond to numerically integrated continuous-time CNNs when
a Forward Euler algorithm is applied. This result permits a drastic acceleration of the simulation of a broad class of CNNs.
Finally, Chapter 5 introduces stochastic optiInization techniques that are
very generally applicable if analytical methods fail. Genetic algorithms and
simulated annealing are powerful tools for multi-dimensional, multimodal,
and highly nonlinear optimization tasks. In the context of CNNs, they are
useful for complex and multi-objective template learning problems.
In the Appendix, CNN tasks that are used as examples throughout the
thesis are described, and a graphical CNN simulator designed for teaching
and research purposes is presented,

Chapter 2

Robust TeDlplate Design

2.1

Introduction

The problem of template design or template learning is a key topic in CNN
research; the methods which have been investigated since the inception of
the CNN may be classified as analytical methods [17-19], local learning algorithms [20-22], and global learning algorithms [23,24]. The analytical
approaches are based upon a set of local rules characterizing the dynamics of
a cell, depending on its neighboring cells.
Definition 2.1 (Local rules.)
A local rule prescribes whether the state's derivative ofa cell C':ij, Xij (t), is to
be negative or positive for a particular bipolar configuration of the input and
output values of the neighboring cells. ~f this c01~figuration appears in a CNN
run, Yij will toggle flmn -1 to 1 or vice versa, according to sgn(xij (t».
While xij(t) travels through the linear region, the neighbors have constant
output.
A set of local rules defines sgnCi:ij (t» for all possible c01~figurations.

These rules are transformed into an affine set of inequalities that has to be
solved to get correctly operating templates. Local learning algorithms are
derived from training methods developed for other neural networks like multilayer perceptrons, and their global countell)arts mostly use stochastic opti-
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mization techniques 1 like genetic algorithms [23] or simulated annealing [24].
Analog VLSI implementations of the network equation (1.5) have a number of limitations that need to be taken into account in the theory of CNNs in
order to guarantee correct and efficient operation of analog VLSI hardware.
Template parameters can only be realized with a precision of typically 5% to
10% of the nominal values, and usually only a discrete set of possible values
is available [25,26]. Further sources of enor are
• perturbations of the input and the initial state.
• the output nonlinearity. Both the slope in the linear region and the clipping level may deviate from (1.3).
• the mismatch of the cell's time constant (product of the resistor's and the
capacitor's values in each cell). Different time constants of interacting
cells may result in unexpected network behavior.
• the limited state swing. The cell's states saturate at some level x max ,
determined by the bias voltage of transistors or operational amplifiers,
leading to non-exponential transients. (The solutions of the ideal network equation (1.5) are piecewise exponential functions.)
The requirement that a template set fulfiUs a given task reliably under these circumstances poses additional obstacles to template design. A CNN operation
that is carried out reliably despite all these imperfections, is a so-called robust
operation. For our analysis, we consider only perturbations of the template parameters, assuming that inaccuracies in input, initial state, and clipping level
can be accounted for by large enough errors for templates. Accordingly, the robustness issue reduces to the problem of finding template parameters that can
tolerate deviations from their nominal values while still executing the conect
operation.
Most methodologies for the design of robust parameters deal with the problem of solving a system of affine inequalities for the "best" or, at least, sufficiently robust template [19,27-30]. The proposed algorithms include linear
programming or relaxation methods which entail considerable effort, often
without yielding guaranteed optimal solutions. For the class of CNN operations that can be characterized by a set of local rules 2 , we show that after a
1See Chapter 5.
2In Sec. 4.3.3, it is shown that the class of templates satisfying a set of local rules is a
subclass of the so-called locally regular class of templates,
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small translation of the template space, the set of inequalities becomes homogeneous, and we propose to apply matrix-vector notation to solve the CNN
design problem very generally using simple matrix algebra. Furthermore, our
approach provides insight into the interaction of the parameters.
Stability issues of CNNs [3,31-35] are beyond the scope of this chapter.
If the system of inequalities is consistent, does not contain any 100ps 3, and
encompasses all cell configurations at the desired equilibria, then its solution
will be stable, since (at least) one the configurations is necessarily at the end
of the chain of the configurations the CNN travels through.

2.2 The Robustness of a CNN Template Set
2.2.1

Absolute and Relative Robustness

The robustness of a CNN template set is a measure which quantifies the degree
by which a template set can be altered while still producing the desired output.
In programs for CNN VLSI chips, it is crucial that all templates have a certain
degree of robustness, since their values cannot be guaranteed to be reproduced
exactly by the analog circuit.
Various definitions of robustness [13,29,30,36] exist. We define the vector
p to contain all m non-zero 4 entries in a template set T, with the center
element of the A -template as its first element (PI := a c ) and the other m-1
elements in arbitrary order. We refer to the final output of a CNN programmed
with p by y* (p) .
Definition 2.2 (Absolute robustness.)
The absolute robustness E of a template set is

Hardware tolerance effects due to physical and manufacturing imperfections
give rise to parameter errors roughly proportional to the absolute value of
3 A loop is when, e.g.,
L62 et vice versa.

some configuration of cells

't'i\ is supposed to lead to a configura-

tion

4A

zero template entry is assumed to be realized by omitting some circuitry, or by switching or disabling some controlled source. not by nulling. Zero template entries are therefore
"precise".
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the respective parameter [15]. We therefore consider a relative robustness
criterion:

Definition 2.3 (Relative robustness.)
The relative robustness D of a template set is
D(p)=max {0' IY* (p 0 (1 +0'1±») =y*(p) V1±

ln

E IBS

}.

(2.1)

0'

o denotes c01nponentlvise vector multiplication.

For the sake of clarity and mathematical tractability, we define a slightly modified template vector p to be

ih := PI -1 =
or, alternatively,
creasmg a e .

p := p -

a e -1;

jji := Pi

2:::;; i :::;; m,

el , where ej is the unit vector in direction of in-

We assume the desired CNN task to be fully characterized by a set of in
inequalities for x(t). Utilizing the modified template vector p and matrixvector notation, the region /R IRm where a template set operates correctly is
then defined to be
(2.2)
for a coefficient matrix K E IBS31 xln representing the different constellations of
u and x(t). (If a negative derivative is prescribed, the sign of the corresponding row in K is adapted.) The strict "greater than" inequality may also be a
"greater than or equal to" inequality for at most in -1 of these inequalities 5 .
Note that a value of zero in K is only possible in case of zero initialization or
zero boundary values.
By means of the set
I

/R = {p E IR'n I (K,p)i ): 0

VI:::;; i :::;; 1n}

:)

/R,

(2.3)

which includes the boundary of /R, we introduce the term safety margin; we
will denote it by yeT) and formally define it to be

yeT)

= y(p) =

nun {(K,p)i},

1 ~i ~Irz

(2.4)

SIf none of the inequalities were strict, a template for which x == 0 would be allowed. No
operation would be performed, since the initial state would be the equilibrium.
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The absolute and the relative robustness may now be expressed as
f(T)

=

t?')

y('J /

yeT)

D(T) _

and

(2.5)

. - IITII1 '

In

respectively. 11 Till is the Ll -norm of the template vector,
9

11

T

III = 11! +

l:

I

ai

I

+ bi
I

(2.6)

I .

=1

Note that these definitions of robustness are completely deterministic - they
are not based on any assumptions on the probability density of the perturbation
of the template vector. Hence, no statistical techniques such as Monte Carlo
simulations are involved. Another deterministic definition of relative template
robustness was proposed in [37] (adapted to our notation):

D(p) =max
{a I 11 ~p1l2 = a IIpI12
et

=}

P + ~p

E

,n }.

(2.7)

In this definition, the perturbation of all parameters is assumed to be relative
to the Euclidean norrn of the template vector, whereas our definition (2.1)
is based on an "individual" perturbation relative to the respective parameter.
Accordingly, the neighborhood of p that is examined to decide whether p has
a sufficient degree of robustness is a hypersphere in (2.7) and a hypercuboid in
the case of (2.1). Our definition 2.3 models relative deviations more accurately
- it is unnatural to assume that a (small) parameter changes its sign due to
relative perturbations, which could occur in (2.7) in the case of a large norm

Ilplll .
It may seem tedious to establish a system (2.2) for a task with a high
connectivity. To reduce the dimension nI, the system can be recast in a form

where parameters known a priori to be identical are represented by a single
variable. Since most highly connected tasks exhibit such isotropic behavior,
this results in a manageable system. The new matrix K will then be in zrilxlli .

2.2.2

Template Scaling

From (2.4) and (2.5), it follows that f(q p) - q f(p), i.e., by scaling the template vector p by a factor of q, we achieve proportionally higher absolute
robustness (cf. [38]).
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For the relative robustness, we obtain

D(~) -

p -

y(p)

y(p)

IIpllI

1

Ilplll

1'
q

(2.8)

where we have made use of the fact that 117111 = IlpliI + 1. Hence, the relative robustness is strictly monotonically increasing with increasing q, but it is
up.perbounded bv y (p)
J

2.3
2.3.1

Ilplll'

Direct Design of Optimally Robust Templates
Problem Statement

The template optimization problem can now be stated as follows:
Popt

= argm:x {D(p) I y*(p) = Yd},

(2.9)

where Yd is the desired output.
With the result from the previous section, it is now easily seen that optilnization with respect to relative robustness implies increasing y(p), while keeping
IlplIl small. Template scaling by large factors does not improve the robustness
significantly, and has the disadvantage of resulting in larger template values
which may not be realizable on the CNN chip.
The design of a template with maximum robustness is in fact a design centering problem, since Popt is, in some sense, "centered" in /R. Formulated more
precisely, the problem is to find a template set 7 opt (or Popt) having the same
safety margin in all its inequalites,
(2.10)

assuming that the system of inequalities is non-redundant in the sense of the
following definition.

Definition 2.4 (Non-redundant set of inequalities.)
A system (KX)i > 0 is non-redundant, U' evety rmv in K contributes to a
diminution ofthe solution space, 01; equivalently, ij'no inequality in the system
can be removed rvithout (~flecting the solution space.
In the next subsection, we show how redundant inequalities are found and
eliminated from a general set of linear and homogeneous inequalities.
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2.3.2

Elimination of Redundant Inequalities

Definition 2.5 (Positive linear combination.)
A positive linear combination of a set qj'vectors Xl, ... ,Xln is a linear combination with solely non-negative coefficients. To denote the subspace spanned
by positive linear combinations of Xl, ... ,Xm we use
J

Lemma 2.1 (Determination of redundant inequalities.)
In a system (Kk)i > 0, K E JRl11 xm , the redundant inequalities are those which
can be expressed as positive linear cornbinations of others. Hence all row
vectors k~I are redundant ' tor which
rh

:3 A E

(IRit) Ifl

such that

k;

=L

Aj k,f .

j=l
j¥i

Proof: Using k t1., k;, ... ,ktAIn to denote the rows of'
' K, we note that the system
•
is homogeneous in the sense that all hyperplanes k;Xi = 0 intersect at the
origin. {t one of the inequalities. say k; p > 0, can be expressed as the sum
of positive multiples q{ some others. then k; p > 0 is trivially sati,~fied and
therefore redundant.
This argument has a geometrical interpretation: The vectors ki normal to
the hypel]Jlanes k; p = 0 point in the direction qj' the solution subspace. 1f
one of them, say ki' points into the positive subspace spanned by the others,
(kl,' .. ,ki 1, ki+l, . .. ,kIn) +, this signifies that the inequality defined by ki
is redundant since it is always sati,~fied when the others hold. Hence it can
be eliminated without affecting the solution space. A possible corlstellation in
JR.2 is depicted in Fig. 2.1 ,where k3 is redundant.
0
k·

Remark: Matrix algebra may be used to determine which row vectors are
positive linear combinations of others. In practice, however, the redundant
equations can often be eliminated simply by inspection or excluded a priori.

2.3.3

The Exact and Direct Analytical Solution

Using the concepts introduced above, it turns out that the optimally robust template set can be calculated analytically in a rather elegant manner. The method

18
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Figure 2.1: Geometrical interpretation of lenuna 2.1. k3 is redundant.

of solving (2.10) depends on the number of non-zero template parameters m,
the number of inequalities m, and the rank of K. If K has full rank, i.e.,
rankK = min{m,ln}, and In ;:;;; m (there are at least as many inequalities as
parameters), the system can be solved in the least squares sense. Nevertheless, the solution will always be exact as long as the system is consistent. For
this case, the following theorem presents the solution for the robust template
design problem.
Theorem 2.1 (Optimally robust template design.)
Assuming that
(2.11)

is a set of non-redundant irlequalities characterizing a CNN task, the optimally
robust template vector Popt as afil11ction ofa scaling parameter q is

(2.12)
(l' i'7 denotes the vector in JRlll with all its components + 1.)
We define \}I := Popt(1), i.e., the template lvith a safety margin of 1, to be the
mother template of a particular task,
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The relative robustness can then be expressed as
D(·p~

tea))
op,..

1

= --11\{Illl

q

where q equals the safety margin, and the theoretical lnaximum
achievable robustness is
~
1
D = lim D(Popt(q)) = - - .
q-7(XJ·

(2.13)

11

\{Illl

b

for the

(2.14)

An optimally robust template set is a template set that has maximum robustnessfor a given norm 11:r 111.
Proof: (2.12) is the solution of (2.10) in the least squares sense. We prqject
K into the subspace of dimension m x m by lnultiplication with Kt fr01n the
left and solve the new system KtKPopt(q) = q Kt l'fl , yielding a solution in the
least squares sense. ft Kp = q f1 has an exact solution, then it is Popt .rf
there is no exact solution, but the svsteln (2.11) is not inconsistent, then there
is always a point Popt with the lowest mean square distance between Kp and
ql'1z .
However, it is not guaranteed that the template Popt(q) we getfrom (2.12) in
fact solves (2.11) - this has to be checked. ft it does not, then the system is
not consistent.
Note that by this solutiorl, the case In = 111 = rankK, where K can be inverted
0
directly, is covered as well. The robustness is derivedfrom (2.5).

r

If K has a rank less than m, the set of solutions, which then has higher dimension, may be determined using QR -decomposition or by reduction of the
number. Three different cases have to be considered:
L rank(K) < m = 111 •
This system has a solution of dimension (m - rank K); it can also be
solved in straightforward manner using Q R -decomposition, for example.
IT. rank(K) < m < 1n .
In this case, the number of parameters is to be reduced by matrix algebra to achieve 111 = rank(K). The system can then be solved using the
method proposed for the previous case.

rn.

rank(K):( 1n < rn .
If the number of parameters exceeds the number of inequalities, there is
always a solution which has the dimension (111 - rankK).
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Definition 2.6 (The principal axis of a CNN task.)
Assuming that a CNN task is characterized by a set ~l inequalities (2.2 J, the
principal axis points in the direction (~l the unit vector \11 /11 \11111 and contains
all templates P = Popt(q) with q > O.

The principal axis of a task comprises all templates that are optimal with respect to robustness. Hence scaling such a template does not affect its property
of being optimal.

Corollary 2.1 (Unboundedness of /R.)
tR is infinite. It is spanned by
(2.15)

Proof:

In every case, /R is not bounded along the principal axis. (2.11) is
vector A with solely positive cornponents.

sati,~fiedfor any

"T

For all CNN chips, there is an upper bound for
Ill. The next corollary
shows how to find the optimum template under this constraint.

Corollary 2.2 (Optimum template for 11 Till :s;: f3.)
Under the constraint "T" 1 :s;: f3, the optinulln tenlplate is
(2.16)
with a relative robustness

~l

(2.17)
Proof: Expressed by p, the constraint is Y Ilpll + 1 :s;: f3. Solving for y and
inserting in (2.12) and (2.5) yields the above results.
Given the constraint f3, (2.17) tells us directly how far we are from the theoretical optimum. For f3 = 10, for example, we achieve 90% of this optimum.

Corollary 2.3 (Initialization for uncoupled tasks.)
{f, for an uncoupled InjJolar CNN task, the initial state is chosen to be x(O) =
±1, x(O) = 0, or x(O) = u, then the space of optim.ally robust templates according to (2.10) is not necessarily a single point, but lnay have dimension
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1. Depending on the initialization, there is a degree offreedom in the (p,b e )

or in the (p,1) plane, subject to the constraint f5
bipolar output ( p := a e - 1).

x(O)

~

0 in order to guarantee

= 0: p = 0 is the optimwn choice.
Proof: i5 does not appear in the parameter vector p.

Any p ~ 0 does
not il~fluence the fiicnctionality qf the template. Thus we set i5 = 0 for
maximum relative robustness.

x(O) - -1: Let c := - p + I. FrOln (2.10), we get only a value for c, but
not for the individual parameters p and I .{f c < 0 we may choose
p E [0, -c] and I =p c without affecting the robustness.{f c ~ 0,
then fi - 0 and I = c is the on.ly optimwrl solution.
Proof: In the rnatrix K, - [j and 1 have the same coefficient in every
row, since for initialization with -1, (-1)(- j5) plays the role qf an
additional bias at t = O. Hence the matrix K is singular, and p and I
are only detennined by the value of c and j3 > O. For maximum relative
robustness, p+ 111 = fi+ 1]3+cl has to be minirnal, which results in the
above solution space.
x(O) - 1: Let c := p + 1. As in the previous case, only c is determined by
(2.10). {f c > 0, all pE [O,c], 1 = c - p are optimum values., whereas
for c ~ 0, only one optirnum solution exists, namely p = 0, 1 = c.
Proof: For positive initialization, p can be considered as additional
bias at t = 0, and p and 1 have the same coefficients in K. Thus only
c = p I is fixed by (2.10) - depending on c, the minirnization qf
Ip I + II I yields the above solution(s).
x(O) = u: Let c := p + be. The optim.zrm solutions for p and be arep E
[0, c], be = C - ]3 ~f c > 0, and 15 = 0, be C ~f c < O.
Proof: Similar reasoning as in the previous case applies. Simply replace
I by be, since, p and be have the same coefficients in K .Ie)r input
initialization.

Remark: When applying theorem 2.1 to uncoupled tasks, it is advantageous
not to include p (and be or 1, respectively) in the matrix K, but just c (as
defined in corollary 2.3) in order to get a regular matrix, and then to determine
j3 and be or I , respectively, after having calculated the optimum value for c.
However, Q R -decomposition would of course lead to the same result with a
parameter vector including j), be, and 1 .
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2.4

Examples

Intentionally, we make only minimal use of a priori knowledge, and merely
assume symmetry of isotropic tasks. For those examples, we use the reduced
coefficient matrix K E Z,fl xm instead of K E m{~ xm, We consider the "actual"
image to be in black (+ 1) on a white (-1) "background". The boundary
condition for both state and input is assumed to be -1 throughout this section.
The tasks are described in detail in Appendix A.
The functionality of the templates proposed in this section may be verified
using the simulator available on World Wide Web under
http://www.isi.ee.ethz.ch/~haenggi/CNN_web/CNNsim_adv.html[39].
The simulator is briefly characterized in Appendix B.

Example 2.1 (Uncoupled horizontal line detection)
TEMPLATE PROTOTYPE.

A=[i3+l];

B=[s be 51];

1=z;

x(O)=U

DEFINITION OF THE TASK. With c := f5 + be' we get

= y(O)

u

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

~

\'

'"

x(O)

0.0

~

000

0 ••

~

0 ••

.0.

~

.0. ,

.00

~

.00

1 2 1]

[

-1

0

:

0

- I

[

=: .

-c+2s -z
c+z
c -2s-z

~O

c-z

~O

(~

~

J

>0
~O

4

=yl

REMOVAL OF REDUNDANT INEQUALITIES. The last row vector, k4 is the sum
of the other three and should be eliminated. No additional non-redundant
inequalities (Le., cell configurations) can be included.
SOLUTION.
-

~

Popt = yK

iJ

-1 3

1

c

= 2y, 51 = y,

Z

=-y

E [0,2y] leads to the extrema

A =[2y + 1];

B

A =[1];

B=[y2yy];

= [y

0 y];

1=-y

1 =-y

and
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From (2.14) we deduce that the maximum achievable robustness is 1/5
20%.

=

Example 2.2 (Shadowing)
TEMPLATE PROTOTYPE.

A

= [s

B

1 q];

f5

= 0;

I

= z;

x(O) - u

DEFINITION OF THE TASK.

Ii
I (1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

I

I
I

yet)
ooe
eoe

.t(t)
yet + T) I
oee
-s-p+q+z
eee I s-j5+q+z
.e.
s+]3+q+z
oe.
-s+i5+q+z
000
S+13 +q-z
eoo
-s + j3 +q-z
eeo
s+p-q+z
oeo
-s+ p-q+z

~

~
~

ee.
oee

~

000

~

eoo
eeo
oeo

~

~

~

~

-1 -1
1
1
-1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1 -1
1
1
1
1
1 -1
1 -1
1 -1
1
1 -1
1
1 -1 -1
1

>0
>0
)0
)0
)0
)0
)0
)0

-

.[

P
s
] = ytS
q

.

~

,

REMOVAL OF REDUNDANT INEQUALITIES. We find k3 = k2 + k6 + k7 and k4 =
k2 + k6 + kg. The remaining 6 inequalities are non-redundant.
SOLUTION. Since we end up with a system with J11 = 6 > m = 4, we have to
solve it in the least squares sense, which yields
-opt. - (K t K)-lK t 1 6
P

p=q=z=y, s= 0,

----'----

which is in fact the well-known shadowing template

A

= [0 y + 1

y];

= [0]; [ = v
1/3 = 33%.

B

I

•

The maximum achievable robustness is
REMARK: This method may also be applied to check whether there exists a
shadowing template with a synunetrical A -template, and, if so, to determine
the most robust solution. With the prototype

A

= [s

13 + 1 s];

B

= [q be

r];

I

= z;

x(O) = -1,
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and c

:=p - z, we find the non-redundant set
r

yet)

Lt

--1-

y(t+ T)

i(t)
-c - 2s + q + be + r
-c - 2s + q + be - r

•••

000 --1-

0.0

•• 0

000 --1-

0.0

1.
1-- 00

. 0 0 --1-

1
. 0 0 -+

0 0 . --1-

0 ••

• oe

ee •

1

000

1.00
I

--1-

c- q

1

I-c

-c

>0
>0

+ be + r

,

q -be-r
+ 2s + be - r

q-

Evaluating Popt = y K- 11s and minimizing 1ij 1 111 yields
A

=

[y 1 y],

B - [-y 2y 0],

with a maximum robustness of 1/7

~

1 - 2y

14.3%.

Example 2.3 (Connected component detection)
TEMPLATE PROTOTYPE.
A=[s )3+1 q];

B=O;

l-z;

x(O)=u

DEFINITION OF THE TASK.
y(t)

--1-

y(t + T)

(1) eoo
(2) 0 • •
(3) .oe
(4) . oeo
(5) eee

--1-

eeo

--1-

00.

--1-

eoe

--1-

0.0

--1-

eee

(6)

000

--1-

000

(7)
(8)

eeo

--1-

.eo

00.

--1-

00.

i(t)

!

-j3+s q+z
-P+s-q-z
j3-s-q-z
j3-s-q+z
[j+s+q+z
i5+s+q-z
j3+s q+z
jJ+s-q-z

>0
>0 I
):0
):0
):0
:>
0 .
.Y
):0
):0

REMOVAL OF REDUNDANT INEQUALITIES. We eliminate the last two rows since
k7 = kl + k4 + k6 and kg = k2 + k3 + ks .
SOLUTION. Solving this system yields
Popt

= (K t K)-lK t 1 6

==:}

P

=s=

y, q

= -y,

Z

= 0,

with a maximum achievable robustness of 1/3 - 33%.

Example 2.4 (Global connectivity detection)
TEMPLATE PROTOTYPE. This task does not distinguish between vertically or
horizontally connected cells
it exhibits isotropic behavior. The off-center
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entries in A and B are therefore a priori assumed to be identical. To ensure
that the template will operate on both white images on a black background
and black images on a white background, the bias is set to zero.

A=

[~

1=0;

p s 1

s
x(O)

~l

B=

OJ

[~

0

q

(.).]

be

q

q

0

;

= bipolar image

DEFINITION OF THE TASK.

u

y(t) -+ .v(t+'T)

• •
• •••
•

(1) , •••
(2)

0
0.0
0

(3)

eee

(4)
(5)
(6)

•
•
•
eee
•
0

e ••

•
•
eee
•

0
0.0
0
0

-+
-+

eee -+
e
e

.oe -+

•0

eee -+
e

0

o.e -+

•

I

•
•••
• i
0
0.0
0
0

eoe

•e
eoe
•0
..e
•
0
ooe
•

I

"Y (t)

be +4s +4q

):
:;/ 0 II

j5+b e -4s -4q

~O I

p

- 15 -

--

be - 2s - 4q

>0

j5-b e -4s-4q

~O

p + be + 2s + 2q

~O

-p -be -4q

>0

REMOVAL OF REDUNDANT INEQUALITIES. Inequalities (1)

(4) constitute a
regular non-redundant matrix K. Other constellations like ks = ~kl + ±k2
and k6 = kl + 2k3 are clearly redundant.
SOLUTION.
~,
Popt
= Y K- -11

4

p = s = Y, q - -y, be = 0,

in agreement with the template found by stochastic optimization [40], where
y = 2 with a robustness of 2/19 = 10.5%. The maximum robustness for this
task is y/IIPoptlll = 1/9= 11.1%.

2.5

Making Templates Optimally Robust

In this section, we assume that we have, either by intuition, by means of any
learning method, or in a template library, found a cOlTectly operating template
vector T, or the reduced version p, respectively. The problem now is to
find the optimally robust template performing the same operation. We again
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assume that the desired CNN task is fully characterized by defining the sign
of i for all possible bipolar configurations of input and output values of the
neighboring cells, including the center cell itself. Conversely, the behavior
of a CNN programmed with a given template vector p may be analyzed by
calculating i for all configurations.
We code the value of the input and output of the neighbors in a bipolar vector
v E JEIII. The derivative of a cell's state, given any constellation of its neighbors, may now be written as
(2.18)
In the case of a non-zero bias I, the number of constellations is n = 2111 - 1 ,
otherwise 11 = 2,n , since the bias is not multiplied by any cell-dependent value.
Introducing an index i, 1 ~ i ~ n. for all possible v, we define a coefficient
matrix K E JEn xIn to be

(2.19)

and we end up with the same linear and homogeneous system of inequalities
as in the previous section,

VI

~

i ~

(2.20)

11.

After this analysis step we proceed in exactly the same manner as in Sec. 2.3.3:
after the elimination of the redundant inequalities, theorem 2.1 is applicable.

Example 2.5 (Shadowing)
The template set
A

= [0

2 2J

B

= [OJ

I

=2

is often used for the shadow projection task. Since the first entry in the
A -template is zero, only 4 configurations of neighboring cells (including the
center cell itself) are to be investigated, p = [1 2 2y . The configurations may
occur at any time dming the CNN transient, not necessarily at the beginning.
The relative robustness of this template is
O-)

.'. (Kp)i

D( p =mm-i

IITl11

k]T P 1
6 - 6

:0

16.7%.
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The non-redundant matrix
rectly which yields
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K is square and regular and may be inverted di-

3
T
~ ()
Popt
y, = K
" ---·1 y 1 ="[1 1 ."tJ_
A = [0 1 + Y y] B = [0] I
A

==>-

=Y

with a robustness of D (Popt( y)) = (3 + 1/ y) --1 . The theoretical upper bound
is limy-+oo D (Popt(Y)) ~ 33.3% .

2.6

Optimum Templates for a Specific CNN Implementation

In this section, we briefly characterize a prototype of a modularly extendable
gm-C implementation of the CNN universal chip [41], focusing on its deviations from the mathematical model. As an application of the theory developed
in the last two sections, templates are designed that optimally overcome the
limitations of this particular chip.

2.6.1

A Modular gm-C Programmable CNN Implementation

The chip is designed and fabricated in a 0.8/illl double-metal CMOS process.
Each chip containing 3 x 2 cells operates from ±3 V, the active area is 2.4 x
2.5mm, and the power consumption per cell is 10mW. The configuration of
3 x 2 cells was chosen merely so that a 40 pin package would suffice - there
is no inherent limit to the number of cells on a single die.
It is of course desirable to have as many cells in the network as possible.
However, if the entire network must be on a single rc, cost, yield, and electrical considerations will limit the achievable network size. In the design of
the chip, provisions have been made to have the ability to construct an arbitrarily large CNN in a modular way, requiring off-chip analog connections.
The parasitic capacitance associated with the off-chip wiring requires that the
state capacitor C be increased so as to "swamp" the parasitic capacitances.
The cell RC time constant will increase in order to accommodate the delay
caused by inter-chip connections. These connections cannot be implemented
using circuits relying on differential operation, because that would make the
number of inter-chip connecting wires impractical. Twenty analog pins are
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VCCS errors, intrachip
VCCS errors, interchip
VCCS linearity (±400V input)
Saturation level error
Mismatch in Uij
Power consumption per cell
Power for tuning circuits
, Ce11 RC t une cons t an t
Interchip RC mismatch
Available state swing
Cell area

<5%
8%
6%
<5%
I
<5%
10mW
I
13mW
II
. . 5 ILLs
L.
< 50%
±3 units
0,"""
IOIUIH

~

Table 2.1: lrnplementation data ol the chip.

required to be able to connect an arbitrary number of chips to form a large
CNN array. Table 2.1 presents the implementation data of the chip.
The design of a CNN is dominated by the implementation of the connections between cells, represented by voltage controlled current sources (VCCSs).
Each cell has 19 VCCSs, which must aBbe of variable strength in a programmable CNN.
The setting of each VCCS, i.e. the connection weight between the cells, is
digitally represented by a binary code, as a small number of bits. In this way,
step-wise programmable templates are implemented, and the VCCSs perform
an implicit digital-to-analog conversion. Each VCCS (realizing a template
value) comprises several unit and half-unit sized differential pairs, and a common set of current mirrors. Every VCCS is therefore a type of primitive (nonlinear) digital-to-analog converter. The center A and B sources have eight
values available, the off-center A and B sources four, and the constant (bias)
source I has fifteen, each of them with positive and negative sign (Table 2.2).
The set of all possible combinations of template parameters will be denoted
by 1['. Step-wise progranmlability also allows each VCCS of each cell to be
programmed differently, which would be virtually impossible to implement
with analog control lines.
The state capacitor C in every CNN cell must normally be charged to a
certain value before the CNN transient takes place, i.e., the initial state has to
be set. The current sources for the A, B, and I weights are switched off for
t < 0, and the resistor is disconnected. C is charged to an initial value Xij (0).
At t = 0, the current sources and R are reconnected. Nearly any implemen-
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tation of controlled current sources is likely to exhibit random offset currents,
and the total offset current will not be negligible. To charge the capacitor and
to cancel the offset current, additional circuitry is required which is realized
by an operational amplifier and a Sample/Hold. Dming setup, the circuit is
in the sample mode to set the voltage across the capacitor to Xi; (0) and to
adjust to the offset current. Then, in the hold mode, the offset compensation
is frozen, and the CNN can operate. The initial states xij(O) and inputs Uij
are restricted to values in IBlo, being represented by two bits each and stored
in each cell. The chip uses serial data input and parallel data output.
The output nonlinearity cannot be obtained by making use of the limiting characteristics of the differential pairs in the VCCSs, because the point
at which the transconductors saturate (and the saturation level itself) is not
controlled - the single degree of freedom of electrical tuning is used to tune
the VCCSs to unit strength. A separate circuit approximating the piecewise
linear sat(·) function is therefore used, consisting of a differential pair with
non-saturated MOS transistor loads.

2.6.2

Deriving Optimum Templates for a Specific Chip

The chip is intended for bipolar operation in both input and output, and the
large (interchip) mismatch in the time constant of the cells further restricts
the executable tasks to the locally regular ones 6 . Any locally irregular task
is very sensitive against the RC mismatch and is very likely to fail. The robustness theory covers exactly this class of tasks or templates, and is therefore
applicable in a straightforward manner.
For any locally regular task, the mother template \If has to be matched to
the set of available parameter values in Table 2.2. A good initial, chip-specific
6This is the class of tasks that can be characterized by a set of local rules. See Sec. 4.3.3
on p. 81 for details.

I

A and B off-center entries:
and B center entries (lc and h_c :

tA

LBias I:
Table 2.2: The sets ofprogrmmnable tenlplate values.
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guess

Ps

is

Ps =

arg min{ IIq \11- pll}
pET

(2.21)

q>O

for some distance measure 11.11. If this distance is zero for some positive q,
Ps is guaranteed to operate correctly. In the case of a non-zero distance, it
has to be checked whether (KpS)i > Cl (cf. (2.11)) holds. If not, the template
parameter set
has to be searched for any point satisfying the system of
inequalities, which may turn out to be insufficiently robust. For certain tasks,
one might even have to conclude that there is no solution in 1r which would
signify that this particular operation cannot be carried out on this chip. In most
cases, however, chances are good that at least one scaled mother template q \11
is an element of 1r, since 1r includes multiples of 1/2 and \11 E zm .
Considering the specifications of the chip in Table 2.1, we conclude that a
robustness of 10% is sufficient. Although in a worst case, the interchip errors
introduced by the VCCSs and the saturation error of the output nonlinearity
eventually add up to 13%, such a constellation is unlikely to occur and, even if
it does, will very rarely lead to incorrect behavior since the robustness analysis itself is a worst case analysis: a template with D = 10% will tolerate a
simultaneous perturbation of 10% of all its parameters in any direction.
Deviations from the unit slope in the linear region of the sat(·) function
will not affect the final output y*. In fact, locally regular tasks only require
to be strictly monotonically increasing between the saturation levels. Neither
does the limited state swing have any influence on y*, since the state is not
fed back to neighboring cells.
For the uncoupled horizontal line detector (see Example 2.1 in Section
3.4), we found that
A=[2y+I];

B=[y 0 y];

I=-y

(2.22)

is optimal. For any y E {Cl.5, I, 1.5}, the template can be programmed on the
l~}
[14.3%,17.6%].
chip. Its robustness is D(y) = 1/(5 + l/y) E
From Corollary 2.3, we know that there is another set of optimum templates,

{+, i,

A = [1];

B

= [y

2y y];

I - -y,

(2.23)

with precisely the same robustness. However, this version of the template is
still realizable on the chip for y = 2, resulting in D(2) = 18.1 %. There is
another reason why to prefer (2.23): The initialization x(O) is less precise
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than the time-invariant input u; consequently, it is good advice to choose the
A parameters smaller than the B parameters, if possible.
For the connected component detector (Example 2.3), we get A = [3 4
3], 1=0 (y = 3) as the optimum template. Due to the small connectivity
or, equivalently, the large number of zero template parameters, its robustness
of 30% is much higher than actually needed. As we will show in the next
chapter, this degree of freedom can be exploited to design a template that
operates faster than a template with maximum robustness.
Example 2.6 (Hole filling)
The hole filling template has zero diagonal elements in the A template and
zero off-center entries in the B template.

A=

[~

s
j5+1
s

~l

B = [be];

I

=z;

x(O) = 1

The analysis of the task yields the optimum solution
i5 + z = y (j5 ;? 0),

be

= 4y,

s- y .

with a robustness of 10% for y = 1 -larger values for y are not programmable. Note that although this is a coupled task, Corollary 2.3 is applicable due
to the spatially invariant initial condition. Any template for which }5 + z = Y
is equivalent in tellliS of robustness. In theory, the relative amount of perturbation of all parameters is assumed to be identical. On the chip, however,
this assumption is not quite justified for the bias I. The bias is not multiplied by any cell value, it does not suffer from interchip matching enors and
is therefore more accurately reproduced on the chip. This reasoning leads to
the conclusion that j5 = 0 and z = y is the best solution for this chip.

2.7

Conclusions

Mainly due to physical and manufacturing inaccuracies, VLSI implementations of CNN chips may deviate significantly from the ideal mathematical
model. The dominant sources of error are the programmable voltage controlled current sources representing the interconnection weights between the
cells. To ensure conect operation of the chip, these template parameters have
to be designed in such a way that they can tolerate a certain degree of perturbation while still producing the correct output.
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In this chapter, we have proposed an exact and analytical approach for the
design of robust templates for the class oflocally regular CNN tasks. Absolute
and relative robustness is defined in a deterministic and easily reproducible
manner. The desired task is characterized by a set of inequalities defining the
subspace within which all conectly operating templates lie. We have shown
that this system of inequalities can be solved directly for the optimally robust
template; there is no need for an iterative algorithm. Furthermore, this analytical method provides insight into the dynamics of the CNN and the interaction
between different template parameters.
Matrix-vector notation for the coefficient matrix and the vector of non-zero
template entries is applicable. With a translation by -1 in the direction of the
ae axis, the system turns out to be homogeneous. Redundant rows (i.e., equations that are unnecessary since they do not impose any additional restrictions
on the solution space) of the coefficient matrix are to be eliminated in a first
step - these row vectors have the property of being positive linear combinations of others. Since the method includes the removal of these redundant
inequalities, it is not important to specify exactly the right inequalities and the
right number thereof - one may include inequalities for all possible constellations, or restrict oneself to a small set, which is in fact often sufficient to
fully characterize a task.
The s({lety margin specifies by what amount an inequality is satisfied. Optimally robust templates Popt are those with the same safety lnargin y in .
all non-redundant inequalities: Kpopt = y1. The solution depends on the
dimension and the rank of K. Often, K is regular and we obtain simply
Popt = Y K"~ 11. If the system is overdetennined, we solve it in a least squares
sense, if it is underdetermined, we may apply a Q R -decomposition or reduce
the number of parameters. For every y > 0, the solution is optimal in the
sense that no other more robust template with a smaller or equal Ll -norm
IlplII exists.
With increasing y, the absolute and relative robustness increase strictly
monotonically. The relative robustness is upperbounded for y --+ 00. This
upper bound is a property of the underlying task, the initial state, and the
boundary value; it can be very easily determined and permits the optimization
of the initial and boundary conditions for robustness.
Scaling a correctly operating template P by a positive factor always yields
another valid solution, with the absolute robustness being scaled by the same
factor. This implies that the subspace of the solutions for a given task is not
bounded.

2.7. Conclusions
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For VLSI implementations of the CNNs, 11:r 111 = IIplll + 1 is constrained
by some upper bound f3. The proposed method directly yields the optimum
solution for fJ ~ 11:r 111 and specifies its degree of robustness.
For a given CNN chip prototype with step-wise programmable weights, it
has been demonstrated how to apply the robustness theory to design template
sets that optimally cope with the chip's nonidealities. Generalizing these results, we conclude that template sets with more than 10 or 11 (including the
bias current I) non-zero parameters will hardly operate correctly on an analog VLSI chip, and that for templates with lower connectivity, no tweaking of
parameters for individual chips is necessary, since optimum templates can be
analytically derived for specific implementations of CNN chips.

Chapter 3

CNN Settling Tinte

3.1

Introduction

When discussing and comparing signal processing devices, their processing
speed is always of particular interest. In the case of a nonlinear dynamical
system, the processing speed is defined by its settlin,g time, i.e., the time it
takes the system to reach its equilibrium state. In this chapter, the settling
time of bipolar CNNs is defined and investigated.

3.1.1

The Settling Time of a Bipolar CNN

Definition 3.1 (Settling time.)
For stable planar CNNs with bipolar output, we define the settling time TSij
of the cell eij to be the time it takes the cell to reach its .final output value:

T.c;"lJ = min(
t I "Vi!'(T). = .IJ
v*·
'>L')

VT

t)

ly

In a straigh(torward extension, the settling time Ts ofan entire CNN is defined
as

Ts'
,

=

max T')

1:( i :( N

l~j~}1

L

lJ

=

min( t I y(t)
t~ 0

= y*).
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This definition is not inherently restricted to planar CNNs. The indices ij may
be extended to multi-indices to include bipolar CNNs ofhigher order.

Definition 3.2 (Slowest cells.)
A slowest cell is a cell for which TS ii = Ts holds. Let ,9 be the set of all
slowest cells, i.e., those cells that detel'1nine Ts,
CL) -

,7

3.1.2

-

{r.J..
.
~IJ'

'T', ,

Sij --

'[',}

,S

.

Significance of the Settling Tinle

Ts depends on the input u, the initial state x(o) and, in a complex and highly
nonlinear manner, on the template set 7' = (A, B, I); this dependency is particularly interesting not only in most CNN research areas, but also when it
comes to applications of a universally programmable CNN chip [10,11,42].
Typical issues related to settling time are:

• In a simulator, without a priori knowledge of 1~'), it either has to be
checked after each integration step whether the CNN has settled (which
is not trivial), or the integration time TT has to be fixed beforehand to
a "sufficiently large" value. In the latter case, TI is likely to be chosen
much larger than necessary (1] » Ts) to be on the safe side, which
increases the computational effort drastically.
• In a program for the CNN universal chip [42], every processing step
consists of either a logical operation or a CNN transient. Before starting
the CNN transient, besides the templates and inputs, the processing time
also has to be specified, since it is not possible to determine when the
analog network has reached its equilibrium. Again, this run time can
only be optimized if a tight upper bound Ts 2: T.') can be deduced from
the template set.
!"'-..I

• Having an estimate of Ts at one's disposal allows template optimization
'with respect to processing speed. Design rules for faster templates can
be derived.
Although attempts have been made toward the design of templates with high
processing speed [28], no rigorous analysis of the settling time has yet been
reported. In this chapter, an exact approach for the classes of uncoupled and
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non-propagating coupled templates (section 3.2) is presented, analytical estimates of Ts for propagating-type templates (section 3.3) are derived, and
several examples (section 3.4) are given.
In section 3.5, the influence of parameter perturbations on the settling time is
explored, and, since robustness aspects must not be neglected, the interdependence of robustness and speed is discussed in section 3.6.

3.2 The Exact Approach
In this section, for the sake of simplicity, input, state, and output of a particular
cell are represented by one index, i.e., all cells are considered to form a vector.

3.2.1

Uncoupled Templates

Uncoupled templates have only one non-zero entry in the A -template, namely
the center element a e . Defining Wi := B * Ui + I + ai, the CNN equation may
be written as

1 :( i :( n.

(3.1)

In this case, all trajectories Xi (t) increase or decrease monotonically, and ae >
1 guarantees that the stable equilibria of all cells lie in the saturation region
[3]. For the initial states, we assume x(O) E

&0 .

Definition 3.3 (Initially linear cells.)
Let

C(;'

be the set of cells that start within or enter the linear rer<ion at t = O.
,.

(.""

"

Only cells in Cfj) influence the settling time. Their dynamics at the beginning
of the trajectory is described by

0:( t :( Ts.I

(3.2)

Depending on the final output of a cell, we divide Cf;' into two subsets Cf;J+
(y* = +1) and Cf;7- (y* = -1). In both subsets, we find the slowest cells
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(ej-+ and

ei ,respectively) by evaluating
~+:

i+

{~ac - l)xi (0) + V\}

= arg pun
[

v

>0

~-:

1

=argmax {~ac-l)xi(O)+Wi/}.
1

.

(3.3)

v

<0

Solving the differential equation (3.2) yields
Xi+(t)=
.
xl'(t)

=

(
(

x(O)+
x(O) +

W'..L )
I'.
ae - 1
W"I

)

'.

.'

Wi+

e\(le-

'.

e(Oe

a e -1

1)

.t

_

x (0)

1

ac

w····
1
ae - l

;

E {- 1, O}

X(O) E {O, I}.

(3.4)
(3.5)

The settling times are obtained by solving xi+(Tt) = +1 and Xi (Ti") = -1.
For a e > 1, we get
w;+.

1 1-'-1
+
1
~+ : xi+(T,~ ) = +1 :::} Ts =-L7-.. -log ----::-I

I-

e

Xi+(O) +

1

(le

-1 + w~-l

(3.6)

--log---~-

Xi (0) + (le

1
and, for a e = 1,

T+- 1- xi+(O) .
S -

tv.

1

Note that Wi+ > 0, Wi'" < 0, Xi+
time can now be expressed as

1

Xi- (0)

'

E

{-1,0}, and Xi'"

E

(3.7)

{0,1}. The settling

However, these analytical results depend on the input image and on the initial
states; they do not allow the prediction of Ts if this information is not available. To provide an upper bound Ts~ ~ Ts, we replace the expressions (3.3)
by maxinuzations over all possible combinations of neighboring cells and initial conditions. In this way we find the worst possible cases for wand x(O),
denoted by Wwc and X wc , respectively. With ~(w,x) := (a e - l)x + w, we
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may write
(W~e' X;;;-e) =

arg nun
w=B*l'!:l,O +1
XE
I,O}

(W~;e' X,~e) =

{~(w,x) I ~(w,x) >

arg max {~(U),X) I ~(U),X) <

o}
o} .

(3.8)

w=B*l±l,o+I
XE{O,1 }

1 ±l,O is any vector of length nine with elements ±1 or zero, i.e.,
1 ±l,O E lffib' (The zero entry is only necessary if the boundary condition of u
is set to zero.) Wi and Xi in (3.6) can now be replaced by Wwe and Xwe to
give the desired upper bound Ts. The evaluation of (3.8) may seem tedious,
as up to 2· 39 = 39366 combinations have to be checked, but in all practical
examples, this number is drastically reduced due to symmetry, zero entries in
the B -template, and/or spatially invariant initial conditions.

In template design problems, the parameter subspace within which the
template performs the desired operation is determined by a set of inequalities [17,27]. Hence, in most cases, there are several degrees of freedom available for choosing the parameter values. Increasing the absolute value of some
parameter(s) causes the settling time to tend towards zero, and the optimization problem is easily solved, at first sight.
However, respecting implementation issues of the VLSI CNN chip, the realizable parameter space is bounded. Accordingly, the issue of speeding up the
CNN processing has to be regarded under the additional condition 11 rill :s; f3 .

Example 3.1 (Logical NOT)
The template set A = [a e ], B = [be], 1=0 inverts the input image (y* = -u)
if ae ? 1 and be < O. For ae = 1 and x(O) = 0, we get wte = -w;v~ = -be
(3.8), and (3.7) yields T,~ = -llbe . Bipolar initialization doubles Tk~' For
ae > 1 and zero initialization, (3.6) simplifies to
T s* =

1

(.

-1) .

ae
log 1 +.
ae -1
-be

(3.9)

Both increasing a e and Ib e I results in faster convergence. However, if there
is an upper bound for ae + Ibel, it is better to focus on raising Ibel, since
laT,~(ae,b(Jlabel > laT;(ae,bLJlaael, i.e., the absolute sensitivity of the
settling time with respect to be is larger (in absolute value) than that with
respect to ae.
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x(O) = 1
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e
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ee*
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:!: log(3
I
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Table 3.1: Ma.:tirnum settling tiTnefor edge extraction.

Example 3.2 (Edge extraction)
For any q > 0, the template set

-q
ae = 1 +qj4;

4q

I

= -qj2

-q
extracts the edges from the input image [43]. Table 3.1 shows the settling time
as a function of q, the boundary a, and the initial state. In all cases, it turns
out that
c-v Ijq. For each case, the lvorst case constellation(s) of cells are
listed as welL (* denotes a boundary cell with input zero.)

T,;

It follows that selecting

a = -1

and x(O)

= -1 is the best choice for this

edge extractor.

Example 3.3 (Uncoupled horizontal line detection)
Due to the symmetry of the problem, the following template ansatz is appropriate:
A = [a e];

B

= [s

be s];

I - z;

au =

-1 .

(3.10)

The desired behavior for different configurations of cells yields a set of inequalities which depends on the initial state x(O).
Initialization with the input inwge 1 (x(O) = u).
Only isolated black cells (0.0) are slowest cells. Their dynamics in the linear
1This

implies bipolar initialization.
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region is described by

X =x(ae -1)+b e -2s
=}

x(t) -

z

(3.11)

(1 _-be + 2s - z )e(GC-n/
a e -1

-b e +2s-z

'

(3.12)

a e -1

The settling time is defined by x(T;) = -1, which evaluates to
(3.13)
From example 2.1 we know that the template set

A = [l + q];

B = [q q q];

(a e -l+q, s-be - q, z=-q)
(3.14)

I = -q

has a safety margin of q in all its local rules. Since only an isolated and
initially black cell toggles ( 0 • 0 =} 0 0 0), (!f+ is empty and w;e = -q ,
resulting in

*

_

T')=Ts
,

1
q

.

1.10
q

=-log3~-.

(3.15)

The fastest template for uncoupled HLD with input initialization is, however,

A=[1+2q]; B=[q Oq]; I=-q

(a e =1+2q,s=q,be =0,z=-q)
(3.16)

with the same safety margin and
T,~ - Ts

1
2q

0.80
q

= -logS ~ - - .

Initialization with x(O) = O. At time 0, a e has no influence on

0..
o•

0

x.

The system

0 > -2s + be + Z
0

~

be +z
(3.18)

0) -b e +2s

is solved by

A = [a e ];

(3.17)

B = [q 3q q];

1= --2q.
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Once again, the margin is q. Q e ~ 1 is arbitrary. For the configurations o. 0
and 0 • • , we obtain w~ = -q and U)~e = q, respectively. In both cases,
the cell settles at
1'*
S

--

loa ('I +

0c--

{

b

1
q.,

oC,-, 1),
q l

for a e > 1
for a e

-

1

(3.19)

Clearly, by increasing a e or q, we achieve higher processing speed. Given
the upper bound f3, we replace q by (f3 - ch)/7 in (3.19) and solve
3T;(ae ,f3)/3ac = 0, which yields optimum values ag(f3) and qO(f3). However, T turns out to be a few percent larger than in the case with input initialization. As a consequence, we recognize that it is good advice to use input
initialization in the case of uncoupled HLD.
e

;
e

3.2.2

Coupled Templates without Propagation

As an example for this small template class, we examine the coupled horizontal fine detector,

A

= [s ps],

B

= [0],

I - z,

3x

-

-1 .

(3.20)

Its parameter region in the (s ,p ,z )-space is bounded by three planes:

-1 + p - 2s

z< 0

(3.21)

-l+p+z~O

(3.22)

1 - p + 2s + z

~

(3.23)

O.

Only black cells with two white neighbors (0 • 0) enter the linear region,
where their state equation is
.i(t) - x(t)(p -1) - 2s
::::} x(t)

(3.24)

Z

= (/1- 2s -

Z,)e(p·-nt
p-l/

+ 2s -z .
p-l

(3.25)

The cell is again considered to be settled when the trajectory (3.25) leaves the
linear region, i.e., x(Ten = -1. We thus obtain

T; =

1
1
- '-log -----'--p -1

-1

+

p

(3.26)
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If there is at least one isolated black cell in the initial state, then Ts = Tt,
otherwise, Ts = O.
Compared to the settling time of the uncoupled horizontal line detector with
input initialization (3.13), the results differ only in the presence of the be -parameter in the uncoupled case. Note that in the coupled case, the center element
of the A -template is denoted by p and not by a e .

3.3

Analysis of Propagation-type Templates

3.3.1 Introduction
The basic idea behind the analysis of this class of templates is to estimate the
time ~t that it takes the operation to progress from one cell to its neighbor(s).
~t , multiplied by the maximum possible number of cells in a "propagation
string" upperbounds the settling time. We start with a rigorous definition of
the term "propagation string" and of t:J.t, restricting ourselves to bipolar initialization, i.e., x(O) E ]ffin .

3.3.2 Propagation Strings
Definition 3.4 (Affected cells.)
A cell C'Ji is said to flip ~f :3 t > 0 Yi(t) = -Yi(O).
A cell C'Ji is affected by a cell C'Jj if itfiips and
(3.27)

holds. (Note that (3.27) may be an inzproper integra!.)
In words, C'Ji is affected by Cj ~f it flips and depends on the initial state of C'Jj .
Any cell is by definition affected by itseU:

Definition 3.5 (Propagation strings.)
A propagation string of length L is an ordered set c<{ cells

for which Ck(i) is ({ffected by C'Jk(j) V 1 ~ j < i ~ L.
A maximum propagation string is a propagation string for which

$ C'Jq (l

~
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n) such that

(C'?q, ek(l), C'?k(2) , ..• ,C'?k(L»)

or

(ek(l), C'?k(2) , ... , C'?k(L) , C'?q)

is apropagation

string.

Hence, no cell can be added to a maximum propagation string either at the
beginning nor at the end to build another propagation string.
A propagation string may be considered to be a "fuse" that is "lit" at the cell
eke]) and then "burns" through all cells that are influenced by it, up to C'?k(L).
Propagation can be likened to a type of don1ino effect, where the cells constituting a propagation string play the role of the dominoes.

Theorem 3.1 (Properties of propagation strings.)
Let '{;7 and .9 be the sets of irLitially linear and slowest cells, respectively (cl
Del 3.3 and Del 3.2). A propagation string contains at most one cell which
belongs to 'I! and at most one cell which belongs to cC/'. A maximum propagation string containing both (ek(c) E '(;) and ekes) E ,5/) for some c and s, is
called a longest propagation string. c E {I, 2} and s E {L - 1, L}, depending
on the template set.

Proof: A propagation string is an ordered set. rt'two cells were initially linear
or there were two slowest cells, this ~would contradict the property o.lbeing ordered. The property o.l being affected implies that no pair 0.1' cells must flip at
the same time.
Since the (rnaximum) neighborhood radius (?f the templates under consideration is 1, c cannot be larger than 2 and s cannot be smaller than L - I .
In fact, for most templates, c = 1 and s = L, exceptfor CCD, where c = 2
and s = L - 1, i.e., the second cell in the string is affected by the ,first one,
but is itse?l the first to become linear; and the penultinwte cell is a slowest cell
(which determines Ts), but affects the last one.
0

Corollary 3.1 (Property of affected cells.)
The states x(t) o.l all qffected cells
monotonic behavior {l i(O) O.

~which

do not belong to Cf? exhibit non-

Proof: Being (~ffected implies ,flipping. If an qffected cell is not an element
of ,if will enter the linear region at some time T > O. Hence, its state's
derivative at t = 0 is either zero or causes the trqject01)' to withdraw};mn the
linear region, resultin.g in non-monotonic behavi01:
0

Corollary 3.2 (Property of longest propagation strings.)
Assuming isotropic propagation, all longest propagation strings have the same
length Lp, and there are no propagation strings "Yvhich are longer than Lp.

3.3. Analysis of Propagation-type Templates
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Proof: No cell can start flipping earlier than at time zero, and no cell's
output can per definition settle later than a slowest cell. On the other hand,
all longest propagation strings contain an initially linear and a slowest cell,
so they must have equal length it'the propagation speed is the same, which is
guaranteed by the assumptiorL

Definition 3.6 (Input affected cells.)
Equivalently to Del 3.4, we define the notion q{ being affected by the input of
a cell:
A cell ei is affected by the input qj' a cell ej ~{itflips and
2
1)

dt > 0

(3.28)

I

holds. By straighfforward extension, we define input-driven (maximum) propagation strings.

Lp depends on the input image and/or the initial state. The maximization
over all possible inputs and initials states yields an upper bound L;) on Lp,
L;)

=

max ll (L p ) .

(3.29)

u,x(O)dt

Example 3.4 (Connected component detection)
The detector is assumed to operate row-wise from left to right. The initial state
representing the worst case in terms of settling time is any row containing a
single black pixel in its leftmost column. This pixel then has to travel through
the whole row.

.00000 ... 0
123456

N

Every such row forms a longest propagation string. The second-to-last cell,
i.e., the one to the left of the Nth cell in this string, is a slcrwest cell, and the
right neighbor of the black cell is an element of CC? We find L ~ = N.

Example 3.5 (Shadowing)
This is a row-wise operation, with a light source on the right. A single black
cell in the rightmost column projects its shadow through the whole row. We
find L}) = N, as in the previous example.
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Figure 3.1: DUferent schernesfor input and initial state images.
Example 3.6 (Global connectivity detection)
At first sight, two different schemes, a spiral-type scheme (Fig. 3.I(a» and
a meander-type scheme (Fig. 3.1(b» seem to be good candidates for longest
QCD propagation strings. L~ depends not only on the dimensions M and
N, but also on whether they are even or odd. If only M is even, both schemes
result in the same length for M = N - l, and the meander is longer if M <
N-l.
If both M and N are even, neither meanders nor spirals appear optimum. In

fact, more elaborate schemes result in longer strings, e.g., Fig. 3.1(c) and (d).
For any even M and N, there is a string of length ~(MN+M+N-2).
We finally obtain
'MN+M+N-2

L~(M,N) =MN+};+N
{
')

if M and N even
(3.30)

1
otherwise.

k

Example 3.7 (Hole filling)
Although this task differs considerably from QCD, its L~) is closely related
to (3.30). The worst case is an input image with an almost completely closed
margin of black cells (Fig. 3.1(e». Only one cell of the margin is white; this
cell is C?k(!) of the longest propagation string. Inside, we have to solve exactly
the same problem as in the case of QCD, except that we look for a string of
white cells. Due to the margin, the dimension reduces to (M - 2) x (N - 2).
Using (3.30) and adding the white margin cell, we end up with

MN-M-N

L~(M,N)={MN-~-N+l

if M and N even
(3.31)

otherwise.

For a 10 x 10 image, L ~ = 40 is the worst case for a hole filler, for example
(see Fig. 3.1(e».
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3.3.3

The One-cell Propagation Time

Definition 3.7 (The one-cell propagation time.)
Let ~i be the time of the first zero-crossing ql Yi (t),
(i

= min
(t IYi(t) =
t

0).

The one-cell propagation time 6t is defined as the average time between the
.first zero-crossings ql two neighbor cells in a propagation string:

(The summation starts flmn 2 since the .first cell
crossing.)

3.3.4

t'k(l)

rnay not have a zero-

Estimation of the Settling Time

Lp and 6t now enable us to give an estimate of the settling time.
(3.32)
An upper bound L ~ is found by maximization of (3.29). It remains to give
an estimate t:i ~ 6t in order to get the desired Ts = L ~ .&. Note that
Ts denotes an approximate upper bound for the settling time, whereas T,; in
section 3.2 denotes the exact settling time of a CNN containing the worst case
configuration of cells for a particular task.
In the next section, we investigate several examples.

3.4
3.4.1

Examples of Propagation-type Templates
Shadowing

The shadowing operation is defined by the template set
A

= [0 ps];

B

= [0];

1 - s,

with 1 < p < 2s + 1
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with a boundary of -1 .
To estimate/:).t , we investigate the dynamics of a CNN of dimension 1 x N.
All cells are assumed to be initially white, except the rightmost cell eN, which
is the first cell in the longest propagation string (eN, eN --1, ... , el ) :

000000 ...•
123456

N

We focus on a cell ei that is "sufficiently far away" fi'om eN (Fig. 3.2, where
i - 6). Until its right neighbor becomes linear, the cell's dynamics is governed
by
(3.33)

Xi = -Xi - P
===}

XI(t)

= (-l+p)e"-t

p.

(3.34)

To estimate the time /:).t = SI+l - Si (fi'om the zero-crossing of eHl to the
zero-crossing of ei), we assume that Xi(Si+l) ~ - p. Solving the new differential equation 2 Xi = -Xi - P + 2s yields
Xi(t) = -2s e- t - p + 2s

where i-I denotes the time when ei itself becomes linear, i.e., XCi-I) = -1.
For ei linear, Xi = Xi (p - 1) + 2s holds. The trajectory is therefore
J"
_.,

)

le'

.' )-I)t

Xi(t)= ( -1+--. e U
p-l

"-'c'

= (-1+t L )e(p--l)t_/1 ,

p

1
XI(i._I)--1

with M = 2s I(p - 1), as in the previous section.
Since /:).t = SI - Si+l, it remains to add i-I - SI+l and Si 1'

i-l-Si+l~-log ( I-M)

(3.36)

. ---

(3.37)

L"l :

(from (3.35»
(3.38)

1

~--log

p-l

(. -/1- )
IL-l.

(from (3.36»
(3.39)

(11)

P . log (
2s . ) .
= -p- . log - - = - p- 1
/1 - 1.
p- 1
2s - p + 1

(3.40)

2This equation holds from the time when 0i+l becomes linear. Here, we approximate
this time by {i+l .
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Shadowing (SH) is closely related to CCD (slow case), as a comparison of this
result with (3.62) below exhibits (Fig. 3.3).

"
TS SH

P 'AS
)
P _ 1 (TSCCD -10g2

-

(3.41)

The maximum error is 34% (for pis « 1), the mean error is 11% (Fig. 3.4),
whereby large relative errors occur for fast templates. However, the absolute
error (Fig. 3.5) is of practical interest, since this quantity equals the effective
loss in processing time when relying on the derived upper bound 1'51.

3.4.2

Global Connectivity Detection

To benefit from the results of the shadowing task, we use

s
p

B

s

=

[~o.

-s
0

s

-8

:s}

[=0

(3.42)

with 1 < P < 2s + 1 as a parameterization of the GCD-template. Since I = 0,
the propagation is symmetric in the sense that it affects white and black cells
in the same way, i.e., it detects connected black cells on a white background
as well as connected tvhite cells on a black background. For our analysis, we
restrict ourselves to the former case, without loss of generality, and examine
a 1 x N CNN with input ••••••...• and initial state D•••••...•
123456

123456

N

N

(Fig. 3.6).
A black cell C':i whose neighboring cell's inputs and outputs are equal tends
exponentially towards p (from .1:i = -Xi + p). If one neighbor3 turns from
black to white, the transient starts decreasing U;i = -Xi + P - 2s). Hence it
exhibits exactly the same behavior as for shadowing, and the upper bound for
the settling time is, using (3.30),

_M_N_+_M_._+_N_ _
2 _P2

P- 1

(
2s
)
1og \ -2-s-/-)--1

A1N+M+N-l _,_p_', log (
2

p- 1

. 2s
).
2s - p+ 1

if M and N even
otherwise.
(3.43)

3If more than one neighbor turns white, the propagation is faster.
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For the robust template with p = 3 and S = 2 and an image size of 100 x 100,
for example, the longest propagation string contains 5099 cells, and we obtain
t'l ~ 5300, which is remarkably long.

So far the center parameter of the B -template, be, and the bias I were
set to zero. Changing those parameters may speed up the processing, while
preserving the GCD operation. Since for 1 #- 0, we would have to give up the
synunetric propagation property, we keep a zero bias and concentrate on be.
If the detector is to operate on black connected components only, altering 1
and be would have exactly the same effect.
First, the bounds for be within which conect operation is guaranteed must be
established. We consider an initially black cell ei which belongs to the "tail"
of a maximum propagation string. Until one of its neighbors enters the linear
region, its transient obeys Xi =
+ P + be, and the cell has to remain black,
i.e., Xi ? 0, leading to be ? 1 - p. On the other hand, an initially white cell
ej must remain white, even if it has a black input, which implies be < P 1
(from Xj = - Xj - P + be > (). Furthermore, ei has to flip when one of its
neighbors flips: Xi = -Xi - P + be > 0 => be < 2s - p + 1. These tIu'ee
conditions may be summarized by
1- p

~

be < min(p - 1, 2s - pi).

(3.44)

One intuitively expects that decreasing be causes faster propagation, since it
affects X "in the correct direction", and since the intermediate equilibrium
state Xi = P + be of ei is closer to +1 for be < (); consequently, the time to
reach the linear region is reduced. Indeed, the settling time can be considerably shortened by choosing a negative be, as the following analysis shows.
As with the shadowing example, we divide the time from Si to Si+l into two
phases, one from Si to Tl (the time when Xi = 1), and another from Tl to
Si+l. Solving the respective differential equations yields
Tl - ~i
~i+l

==>

-/:::"t

-

~ log (

'IS

~, ' )
2s - p - be + I

1

Tl ~---, log

p- 1

('"

2s - be
)
2s - P - be + 1'
2s - b
"e
,) .
(2s - p - be + l)P

1 log (' ,
= log 2s + --,
p- 1

(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)

This result has been verified for negative be; the relative difference between
this upper bound and the effective settling time ranges from 5% to 17% with
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Figure 3.7: GCD. Settling time as afilnction of be' p and s for Lp = 60.
an average of 11% for p=const. (Fig. 3.7 (a», and from 4% to 12% with an
average of 8% for s=const. (Fig. 3.7 (b». The gain in processing speed is
remarkable: setting be = -2.75 instead of be = 0 in Fig. 3.7 (a) saves 84%
of processing time (averaged over all s). For the above example (lOO x 100
cells, same sand p), introducing a be = -1.5 would reduce the settling
time to a value below 1833. However, decreasing be towards the lower limit
1 - p entails a loss in robustness - there is a trade-off between robustness
and processing speed (see section 3.6).
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Connected Component Detection

We analyze the CCD template
with 1 < p < 2s + 1.

A = [s P - s]; B = [0]; 1=0; Ox - -1
The corresponding CNN equation is given as

Xi

=

(3.48)

From example 3.4, we know that in this case L]:> - N. The smallest input
image which contains this longest propagation string has the dimension 1 x N ,
with an initially black cell C?l :

.DDDDD ... D
123456

N

To determine 7S:i, the dynamics of this CNN have to be investigated.
We divide the problem along the time axis into different phases within which
no transitions to or from the saturation region occur. Hence, within one region,
the system of differential equations is linear, but inhomogeneous. In the first
phase, independent of p and s, only C?2 enters the linear region.

,1:1=-Xl+p-s(l+X2), xl(O)=+l
X2

= (p -1)x2 + 2s,

X3 = - X2 - P + s (l

+ X2),

Xi=-Xi-P,

(3.49)

)':2(0) - --I

(3.50)

X3 (0) -

(3.51)

1

xi(O)=-l

4~i~N.

(3.52)

X2(t) is independent of its neighbors and evaluates to
X2(t) - (-1

+ /L)e(p-l)t

-/1.,

.
wIth

jl,

2s

:= - - .
1) 1
1

(3.53)

Inserting (3.53) into (3.49) yields
,1:1=-Xl+p+s(f~

1)(1

e(p--l)t)

:::} Xl(t) = a(s,p)e,..t + (3(s,p)c/ p-- 1)t

+ y(s,p),

(3.54)
(3.55)

where a(·,·), (3(-,,), and y(.,.) are rational functions of sand p. (3.49) to
(3.52) remain valid until either C?2 enters the positive saturation region or C?l
(and C?3) enters the linear range, whichever occurs first. Fig. 3.8 shows both
cases. In (a) s = P = 3, C?r is "faster", whereas in (b) s = 3, P = 6, it is
"slower". The time when X2(t) = 1 is denoted by T2; from (3.53), we get
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Figure 3.8: CCD, beginning of the transients of cells 1 to 4.

T2

1
11 1
= --.
log - -..
p-l '-/L-l

(3.56)

However, Xl (TI) = 1 cannot be solved for TI analytically (apart from the
trivial solution 7"1 = 0) due to the supeq)()sition of two exponential functions
in (3.55). A third-order Taylor series expansion at t = 0 yields an approximate
analytic solution for Tl .
The state trajectories demonstrate fundamentally different behavior in the
cases TI ~ T2 and Tt > T2 since the number of linear cells is different.
Approximately, the following regions of the parameter space (s, p) lead to
TI ~ T2, which we will denote as case F, or to Tl > T2 (case S), respectively:
case F:

TI ~ T2

#

case S:

Tt > T2

#

~

2s - 1
P > 2s 1
P

(3.57)

Note that in case F, 72 is not exact, since it is based on an equation which
is not valid for t > Tl' while in case S, the same argument applies to TI.
Both cases have to be studied separately. In this paper, we do not consider
degenerate cases where p is considerably greater than s; we restrict ourselves
to pis < 9/4, which includes all commonly used CCD templates.
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In Fig. 3.9, typical examples of a CNN with eight cells for both cases,
Sand F, are presented. The time /}.t between the maxima of the states
of two neighboring cells, multiplied by the number of cells N, determines
the settling time: Ts ~ N /}.t. The maxima coincide with the intersection
of the trajectories of the neighbors, which is due to the antisymmetry of the
A -template. Case F (Fig. 3.9a) is characterized by the fact that there is al-

(a) A - [3, 2, -3]

Cb) A - [3, 6.9,

Figure 3.9: CCD transients. The vertical lines indicate

7~).

most always only one cell C'3i in the positive saturation region. Its neighbors
intersect at Xi -1 (t) - Xi +1(t) ~ 0; this symmetry accounts for the fact that
max(xi(t» ~ p. Hence, /}.t equals the time it takes Xi(t) to decrease from
its approximate maximum p to zero. The dynmnics of Xi (t) in this phase is
governed by two differential equations,
~\;i
~\;i

= -Xi + P + S(Xi
xi(p-l)

2s

1 - Xi-.+-l)

IXi I> 1,

(3.58)

I ~ 1.

(3.59)

IXi

Within the time span /}.t, the trajectory starts from .Xi (t) ~ p and tends exponentially towards zero. Its behavior can be modeled by an exponential function
a e bt + p - a with 1 - p < b < -1 and 2s < a < 28 + p, where the upper
bounds originate from (3.58) and the lower bounds from (3.59). To determine
a tight upper bound t:i for /}.t, we choose b:= 1 and a := 28 + p and
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p - 2s = 0:

solve 2s e-D.t

M = -10g(1~) ~ f::..t.

(3.60)

By multiplying (3.60) by the CNN length N, a tight upper bound for Ts for
case F can be deduced:

P)

T
('
TAF
s' = -N log 1 - - ..

(3.61)

25

L

In case S, f::..t is equal to the transition time of a cell C'3i from its maximum
to the edge of the linear region, Xi(t) = 1 (Fig.3.9b). Since the neighboring
cells are saturated, Xi = -Xi + P - 2s holds. To be on the safe side, we assume
the maximum of Xi (t) to be p + 2s; the upper bound for Ts can now be
readily obtained by solving 4s e- t + p - 2s = 1, which results in
TAS = - N log

s

il

(2S - p + 1) = - N log (' -1 2

4s

- 1) .
21t

(3.62)

tl

Both estimates
and
are always greater than the effective settling time.
Therefore, their minimum can be taken as the tighter of the two bounds (note
that
is not defined for p ~ 2s):
min(il, if). For p = 2s - 1, both
estimates are equal, in agreement with (3.57). Templates of type F are fast,
i.e., the CNN converges rapidly, whereas templates of type S are slow, hence
the choice of letters.

if

re; -

These analytical results have been verified by highly accurate numerical
simulations of a CNN with N = 40 cells, p E {1.5, 2.5, 3.5 ... ,40.5} , and s E
{l, 1.5,2, ... ,20}. Fig. 3.10 (a) shows the effective settling time Ts, while in
(b), the upper bound is is presented. Both graphs are characterized by the fact
that Ts(s,p)r-v ~ and Ts(s,p)r-ve vp fora constant v. The relative difference
els -1:r:;)ITs (Fig. 3.11) ranges between 4% and 42%, with an average of
12%; only for very fast (pis « 1) and very slow templates (pis ~ 2), this
difference is greater than 15 %.

3.5
3.5.1

Sensitivity to Parameter Deviations
The Perturbed Settling Time

For simulations, the formulas presented in the previous sections apply in a
straightforward manner; in a CNNprogranl for a VLSI chip, however, where
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Figure 3.10: Settling time Ts and upper bound Ts for CCD.
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Figure 3.11: Relative error betvveen Ts and Ts for CCD.
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the mn time of every program step has to be specified, the problem of parameter deviations related to the analog implementation has to be taken into
account.
Definition 3.8 (Perturbed settling time.)
We define the perturbed settling time t (et) to be the settling time under the
condition that all template entries slffferflmn a relative perturbation of et in
the direction in which the settling tinle is prolonged.
The relative sensitivity of the settling time to a single template entry z is given
by

s,!s _ aTs(z) . ~"
"

(3.63)

TS",",
(~)

(1~
<.

The variation V/ s can then be expressed as
(3.64)
Let et be the maximum relative deviation of all template entries. The resulting
total variation is, in the worst case,

.6.T

~
T0
,)

III

- et ' "
1..-,;
i 1

IS!s I
I

<,I

(3.65)

'

where m denotes the number of non-zero entries Zi in the template set. With
TS(Zl, ... ,Zm) as an upper bound for Ts we derive an upper bound
for the
perturbed settling tinle:

f)

r~
Ts(et)=Ts

"('

~ ISziy.s I)"
~ IZi aTs, I'
= Ts+et 1..-,;

l+et1..-,;
i=l

i=l

a7",I

(3.66)

Apart from providing information about the perturbed settling time, the
sensitivity analysis is useful to optimize templates. If there is a constraint
117" 1 ~ f3, then the parameter with the highest absolute sensitivity
laTsjaziI should be increased to achieve the maximum gain in processing
speed (see example 3.1 and subsection 3.6.3).
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Example 3.8 (Connected component detection)
From (3061) and (3.62) we have

t sF = -NIog(l-~)
2s
Focusing on the

SIOlV

2

1

t~ = -NIog( s- p

and

4s

~

).

case (8), we get

31".,8
S

1
'),
.::.S

3p

-

p+.1 '

otS8

p-l

3s

s(2s - P + 1)

For the commonly used CCD template s = 1 and p = 2, these absolute sensitivities evaluate to 1 and -1, respectively, leading to

'is

S/' -

2
log4

~ 1.44

1
log4

and

~-0.72.

This analysis is based on the fact that both off-center parameters in the A -template affect Ts equally. However, this is not the case, as the simulation in
Fig. 3.12 demonstrates. For A = [SI p 82] with SI-1 p=2 and S2 - -1, the
sensitivities differ substantially (SI: -0.37, S2: -1.04). When deriving the
formula (3.62), we assumed that SI = -S2, which may not hold, of course,
on an analog chip. To reveal the sensitivity information individually for both
parameters, we would have to re-analyze the dynamics, allowing different SI
and S2.
Fortunately, this is not necessary to obtain a correct upper bound for the perturbed settling time, since our analysis for the sensitivity to a single S yields
(as intuition suggests) rather precisely the average of the sensitivities to SI and
S2 (which might not be true generally).
The relative sensitivities sum up to lo~4 ~ 2.16 and, for the absolute settling
time, from
b

b F
",F
2p
Ts =1 s + a N - 2s- p

we have
17%.

and

b

8

Ts

r"8

= T"
L

+a N

p -1

2s

p +1

.
, (3.67)

"

Ts = N(log4+3a). For a = 8%, the settling time is prolonged by

Example 3.9 (Global connectivity detection)
GCD can be parameterized by
S

P
s

~~]o ;

-S

he
-s

I =0.
~s]
;
o

(3.68)
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Figure 3.12:

Relative sensltlvlty of the
A= [SI pS2], s1=1, p=2, s2--1.

settling time for

CCD.

As in the case of CCD, all the parameters with nominal value ±s may be
perturbed independently, but from (3.47), only the sensitivity with respect to

st

s , can be deduced. Simulations show that also
one common s -parameter,
for GCD, the sum of all 8 individual sensitivites are approximately equal to

8 S{s. For p and be, the plots in Fig. 3.13 exhibit good correspondence between the simulation results and the linear sensitivity analysis.
The total variation of Ts is upperbounded by
(3.69)

Sensitivity

I
II

i
!

I

I z :=p

z :- s

z:= be
-0.748

S!:S'
<.

(simulation)

1.651

-1.112

(/s,.

(analysis)

1.664

-1.105

-0.737

1.3%

-0.6%

-1.5%

k

7

I

relative error

I

Table 3.2: Relative sensitivities for GCD. p = 3, be = -1, s = 2.
For p = 3, be = -1, and s = 2, the respective values are listed in table 3.2;
we note that the analysis agrees precisely with the simulation results. (3.69)
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(b) Sensitivity to be

(a) Sensitivity to p

Figure 3.13:
Relative sensltlvl~V of the settling time of GCD.
s = 2, p = 3, be = -1. The dots are the simulation results, the lines
represent the linear approximation from the sensitivity analysis.

evaluates to 11.3 et ; hence, a perturbation of
time.

3.6
3.6.1

et

= 9%

may double the settling

Robustness vs. Processing Speed
Uncoupled Templates

From section 3.2, we know that the settling time Ts for a CNN programmed
with an uncoupled template is given by

±1 + 11\"c
. log
1
a e -1
X wc +
ac
1

Ts =

(3.70)

where Wwc := B * U we + J + ai, and U wc and X wc denote the worst case constellations of cells in the input image and in the initial state, respectively.
Let p be a correctly operating template vector and I~)(p) the corresponding
settling time. If p is scaled by a factor q, the logarithmic part in (3.70) will
not change, since (;;)~(j remains constant. However, a e - 1 is multiplied by
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q, and it follows directly that for uncoupled templates, the settling time is
inversely proportional to the scaling factor q ,

Ts(q . p)

1

= - . Ts(p).

(3.71)

q

In Chapter 2, it is shown that by scaling p by a factor q > 1, proportionally higher absolute robustness and a slightly higher relative robustness is
achieved. Hence, for uncoupled templates, optimization for robustness and
optimization for speed go hand in hand: it is not a trade-off.
Depending on the initial state, there is an additional degree of freedom
we can exploit to obtain a faster template without sacrificing robustness. For
bipolar initialization, 15 - a e - 1 may be freely chosen within some range
[0, c]. In order to optimize the processing speed, p ought to be as large as
possible.
x(O) = -1: From the system of inequalities, C := j5 - I is fixed. If c > 0 we
may choose j5 E [0, c] and I = 15 - c without affecting the robustness.
If c ~ 0, then p = 0 and I = -c is the only optimaIly robust solution.
Hence, for c > 0, [J := c results in maximum processing speed.
x(O) = 1: In this case, c := p + I is determined by the system of inequalites.
If c > 0, all p E [O,c], I = c - /5 are optimum values, whereas for
c ~ 0, only one optimally robust solution exists, namely p = 0, I = c.
Again, p := c is optimally fast for c > O.
x(O) - u: Here, c := f3 + be' The optimum solutions for 15 and be arep E
[0, c], be = C - ]3 if c > 0, and j5 = 0, be = c if c < O. Also in this
case, p := c is the best choice if c > o.
Example 3.10 (Uncoupled horizontal line detection)
Using input initialization, we obtained in example 3.3

= [2y + 1];
A = [1];
A

B

=

B

= [y

[y 0 y];

2y y];

I=-y

and

I=-y

as the extreme cases of optimally robust templates. (c:=]3 + be
i50pt E [0, 2y] for a safety margin of y.)
The settling time as a function of /5 is
Ts{](5)

= -;::1 log (2- i5+ 1) ,
p

y,

f3

E

[0,2y].

= 2y

and

(3.72)
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(For
p. = 0, either Bernoulli-de l'Hopital's rule or the formula Ts = ·-l-x wc
.
may be applied, resulting in Ts = ~,)
Thus, as expected, increasing[J leads to higher processing speed (cf. example
3.3).
w~

3.6.2 Propagation-type Templates
For this template class, the settling time is very robust with regard to template
scaling, since it depends primarily on the ratio of the parameters, not on their
absolute values (cf. section 3,4). If the ratio determines the settling time, we
immediately conjecture that the fastest templates lie on the boundary of ,Ix
and thus have zero robustness.
Fig. 3.14 depicts robustness and speed contour plots for three typical tasks,
reduced to two dimensions, and Table 3.3 presents optimally robust and optimally fast templates. It is easily seen that a joint optimization is difficult, since
robustness has to be balanced against speed. However, if a CNN chip permits
Specifications

Task
SH

HLD
CCD

Template stmcture
r1 = [0 p s], I
r1 = [s p s], I
r1 = [s p -s]

free
s, p
s, [
s, p i

fixed
1=2.5
p=3

Resolution
1/4
1/16
1/8

,

Optimization for Robustness
I

Task

SH
HLD
CCD

Best template
A = [0 3.5 2.5], 1=2.5
r1 = [1 3 1], 1=-1
A = [3.75 4.75
3.75]

Dbest

t1t

29.0%
16.5%
30.0%

0.92
0.8
1.0

I

Optimization for Speed

Task

SH
I HLD
I CCD

Best template
A = [0 1 2.5], I = 2.5
A = [2 3 2], 1=-2
A = [1.125 5
1.125]

t1tbest

t1t worst

0.16
0.35
0.12

3.96
2.09
4.16

Table 3.3: Optimwll points in Fig. 3.14. The optimization for speed yields
templates with robustness zero. The optinzally robust templates are between
2.3 and 8.3 times sluwer than the optinwlly fast ones.
a reproduction of the parameters with a relative accuracy of, say, 8%, rather
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bO

b2.5

(a) SH. Robustness.

(b) HLD. Robustness.

(c) CCD. Robustness.

(e) HLD. Speed.

(f) CCD. Speed.

b2.5

(d) SH. Speed.

Figure 3.14: Robustness and speed contour plots. 77w robustness (gray scale)
resolution is 2%, and brighter colors depict higher robustness. In the speed
plots. brighter colors indicate higher processing speed.
than creating a (slow) template with 20% robustness, we should focus on maximizing the processing speed to find the fastest template with 8% robustness.
Thus, a sufficient degree of robustness has to be considered as a constraint
which a template must satisfy, not as a quantity to be optimized.
This new optimization problem may now be formulated as follows:
Find the fastest telnplate ,"vith robustness D and 11 T 111

=f3.

(A larger robustness than D and/or a smaller Ll -norm than f3 would be tolerable, but such a template is always slower than the fastest template with a
robustness of D and 11 Till - f3 .)
An approximate solution may be graphically found by investigating robustness
and speed plots as depicted in Fig. 3.14, but this is possible only in two dimen-
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sions and does not yield accurate results. To solve the problem analytically,
we exploit the results from the robustness analysis. From

y

y

D=--Ilplll + 1

it follows that y = D . 13, i.e., the safety margin of the template is given by
the product of both constraints, namely the robustness and the Ll -norm. It
remains to maximize the ratio of some template parameters (depending on the
task) under the constraints
min(Kp)i - D· 13

(3.73)

i

!!p!!l - 13 - 1.

(3.74)

Example 3.11 (Connected component detection)
Once again, we consider the CCD template prototype

A

= [s ]3 + 1

- s];

B

= [0];

with 0 < ]3 < 2s.

1=0

In Sec. 3.4.3, we found that the settling time for CCD decreases monotonically
with increasing s/]3. With the coefficient matrix K, Kp evaluates to

-1

K·[s,p,-s]t=

[

i

1

-1

i .

-1 ]

1

[s, ]3, -sf - [p, 2s - p,p]t.

Expecting that our template will turn out to be rather fast, Le., s >p, the
minimization yields y = [5. Hence, j5 = y - D 13 is already determined. By
inserting IlpllI = 2s + pinto (3.74), we obtain s = ~ (13 - 1 - p) - ~(f3(1
D) -1).
If, for example, a CNN chip has parameter perturbations of up to 10% and
an Ll -nOlm of 10 (D = 0.1 and 13 = 10), the fastest template meeting these
requirements is

A

= [4

B

2 - 4];

1.

=

[0];

I

0

with a settling time of 1:') = N log
The commonly used CCD template
A = [1 2 - 1], by comparison, settles at Ts = N log 4, which is almost 5
times slower. On the other hand, its robustness is 25%, but such a high degree
of robustness is rarely demanded.
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3.6.3

PseudoMgradient Optimization for Speed

Tuning those parameters which have a major influence an Ts is another possible method for increasing the processing speed of a template. Using the
sensitivity analysis proposed in section 3.5, we may fonnulate the following,
very broadly applicable, iterative algorithm:
Start with a conectly operating template set 7 with a robustness greater
than the limit D, and select the step size q .
1 Evaluate

st

s' VZ E 7
i

and determine the index m := arg maxi Is~'s I.

2 Perform a step Z:n := Zm - q . sgn

(s[~ ).

3 Calculate the robustness D! and the Lt -norm 117/11 of the new template. If D/ > D and 117! 11 < f3 then accept the step (Z,n := z;n) and go
back to 1. Otherwise, reject the step and terminate.
This algorithm may be improved by concentrating on parameters with positive

s~s, since they can be

decreased to generate a faster template advantage of a smaller L 1 -norm.

with the
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Conclusions

In this chapter, we have analyzed the settling time of cellular neural networks.
Different approaches were used for the two main classes of CNNs, the uncoupled and the propagation-type class. Furthermore, the mutual influence of
processing speed and template robustness has been studied.

Uncoupled templates. For the classes of uncoupled and non-propagating
coupled templates, the settling time Ts of a CNN has been analytically determined. It depends on the input image, which is normally not known a priori.
Hence, an upper bound T; ~ Ts is derived. This is the exact settling time
for an input image containing the "worst case" constellation of cells. TL~ is
the product of a factor 1/ (a e - 1) and a logarithmic expression including all
parameters and the initial state x(O). For this template class, x(O) is not prescribed by the task but may be selected in order to achieve higher processing
speed. The optimum initial state and the optimum boundary condition can be
deduced from the proposed methodology.
It is shown that template scaling results in proportionally faster templates
(Fig.,3.15(b».

Propagation.type templates. For propagation-type templates, the settling time is approximated by the product of the length Lp of so-called longest
propagation strings and the one-cell propagation time 6t, A "worst c~e" input image yields a bound L ~~ ~ Lp, and for 6t, a tight upper bound 6t can
be derived from the analysis of the state trajectories. The analytical expressions for Ts = L ~ . M permit the processing time in CNN simulations, and
in programs for CNN chips, to be predicted and shortened.
It is remarkable that the ratio of the center to the off-center elements in the
A -template determines Ts, rather than their absolute value. One therefore
simply has to increase the off-center entries or to decrease a e to raise the processing speed. Template scaling only has a substantial effect on the settling
time if the parameters are in the order of 1 (Fig.3.15(b».

Optimization for Robustness and Speed. Clearly, a joint optimization
for both speed and robustness is desirable. This is possible for uncoupled
templates, where template scaling results in both proportionally higher speed
and monotonically increased relative robustness (Fig. 3.15(a».
For propagation-type templates, the fastest templates turn out to have zero
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D(p(y»

l/Ts(Y)

I

uncoupled; , , ; ,
;;;;;;

,,;
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(a) Robustness (uncoupled and propagation-type templates).

.;

propagation-type

-I""----------~y

(b) Processing speed.

Figure 3.15: Robustness and processing speed as a function of a scaling parameter y.

robustness - hence, there is a trade-off between speed and robustness. Noting
that it is not sensible to design a template with a robustness which is higher
than the relative inaccuracy of a CNN chip, it is advisable to concentrate on
the processing speed (instead of balancing speed versus robustness), and to
regard a sufficient degree of robustness as a constraint in the optimization
process. The problem is now to find the fastest template with a robustness of
D (at least) and a (maximum) L1 -nornl q{ f3. By means of the analysis of the
robustness and the settling time, it is shown that this general class of problems
can be solved in a straightforward manner.

Chapter 4

Unification of Continuous- and
Discrete-time CNNs

4.1

Discrete-time CNNs

Discrete-time CNNs (DTCNNs) have been considered along with continuoustime CNNs (CTCNNs) both in terms of theory [44] and implementation as
sampled-data systems [45]. The most conmlon DTCNN is described by
xij[k + 1] =

L

a,nn sgn(xmn[kJ) +

lnnENij

L

bmnu mn + I .

(4.1)

lllnENij

Although sgn(·) may appear as a natural choice in the context of DTCNNs,
there is no reason to exclude other nonlinearities. In order to define a more
general type of DTCNNs we introduce a parameterized piecewise linear function .1;;(.) (Fig. 4.1) to be
1 .
)
(Ix
+cl-Ix
cl
,
2c
.

fc(x):= -

Note that fc(x) is linear for

O~c~1.

(4.2)

Ix I < c with a slope of 1/c, and that
lim

c-+o

.t~(x)

= sgn(x).

(4.3)
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----+---r--I----r--t--------:3""'" X

1

Figure 4.1: The nonlinear outputfunction fA,),

=

This nonlinearity is a generalization of the sat(·) I1 (.) function.
Instead of (4.1) we now propose the following equation
xij[k+ 1] =

L

L

amnfc(xmn[k])

mnENij

bmnumn

+!,

(4.4)

mnENij

which allows a continuous transition from sgn(·) to a sate) nonlinearity by
varying the parameter c from 0 to 1. This chapter aims at providing a unifying framework for CT- and DTCNNs with different types of nonlinearities. In
Sec. 4.2.2, we introduce the (3, c )-CNN as a superset of the classes of CT- and
DTCNNs with sate) and sgne) output functions, and Sec. 4.2.3 investigates
robustness and template design issues.

In order to incorporate the discrete-time approach in a framework that allows passing to and from the continuous-time case, we introduce the delta
operator approach to discrete-time CNNs, and denote it by 3-CNNs [46,47].
This approach will encompass both the CTCNNs and DTCNNs. Due to the
properties of the delta operator, a CTCNN can be recovered from a corresponding 3-CNN as a limiting case by increasing the sampling rate.

4.2
4.2.1

Delta Operator Based CNNs
The Delta Operator

Given a continuous-time signal x(t), we can obtain a discrete-time sequence
x(kT) by sampling x(t) at a sampling rate of T. We denote the sampled
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signal by x [k] for k
sequences [48] by

E

IZ. The delta operator is defined on the set of causal
x[k

1] - x[k]

- = --- T --

8x[k]

(4.5)

Clearly, for x [k] = x(kT), i.e., for the sequence obtained by sampling a signal
at the period T, the delta operator is an approximation of the signal's derivative. In the limiting case of T -+ 0, we obtain
Hm 8x[k] = x(t)lt=kT .

T--'t-O

4.2.2

The (0, c )-CNN

The dynamic equation of a delta-operator based discrete-time CNN is defined
by

where we apply the spatial convolution operator *. Due to the two parameters
T and c, this class ofCNNs is designated as (8,c)-CNNs.
By expanding (4.6), we obtain

with r = RC as the internal time scale of the analog system. By inspection
of (4.7), we can see that CTCNNs and DTCNNs are the limiting cases of
(8,c)-CNNs, as T -+ 0 and T -+ r, respectively. In the blockdiagram in
Fig" 4.2, the continuous-time integrator I and the shift operator q 0 - . 1 ,
respectively, are replaced by the delta Inverse operator 8-1. Hence, by an
appropriate choice of T and c, the (8, c) -CNN qualifies as a CT- or DTCNN
with any of the nonlinearities sat(·) or sgn(·). In the following, for the sake of
simplicity but with no loss in generality, we nonnalize both Rand C to unity.
Since the edges in the (T, c) -plane (Fig. 4.3) are reached by a continuous
change of T and c, any value 0 ~ T ~ 1, 0 :s; c :s; 1 is possible, which is
particularly interesting for two reasons. On the one hand, high-gain CNNs
(c < 1) [11] and numerically forward Euler integrated CTCNNs, as discussed
in Sec. 4.3, are covered. On the other hand, it can be expected that theoretical
results for (o,c)-CNNs are applicable to CT- and DTCNNs and vice versa.
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x(nT)
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Figure 4.2: Blockdiagram of a (0, c) -CNN.
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Figure 4.3: The (T, c) plane.
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For our considerations in the next section, we restrict ourselves to CNN operations that are feasible by all (o,c)-CNNs. This excludes tasks with equilibria
ly*1 = 1.f~(x*)1 < 1 (gray-scale output) and tasks whose equilibria depend on
mutual dynamical influence of neighboring cells 1 , such as the Laplacian operator [4]. Most bipolar the CNN tasks, including propagating operations such
as shadowing, connected component detection, hole filling, and global connectivity detection, however, can be done by all (o,c)-CNNs. This implies that
the equilibria of (o,c)-CNNs do not depend on T or c. Solving (4.7) for its
equilibrium yields
(4.8)

where, in fact, T is cancelled out, and c does not matter due to the assumption
f~(x*) = 1.
The stability is not influenced by T or c, either. Stability proofs do not
rely on a particular choice of nonlinearity but include the whole class of odd,
bounded, and monotonic functions, which clearly is a superset of f~(-). For
the so-called locally regular templates and (8,c)-CNNs with 0:::; T :::; 1, stability will be proved in Sec. 4.3.

4.2.3

Robust Template Design for (0, c )-CNNs

The slope for Ix I < C is -1 +ac/ c; ac > c therefore guarantees that all stable
equilibria lie in the saturated region Ix* I > c, resulting in a bipolar output
(lfc(x)1 = 1 \flxl > c). Fig. 4.4 (a) shows two dynamic routes with a single
equilibrium point, while in (b), a dynamic route with two stable equilibria is
depicted. Note that for all stable equilibria Ix* I > c.
Definition 4.1 (Critical point.)
A critical point in the trajectory of a cell is a point xc[kc ], where the smallest
absolute perturbation in ox[k] is sufficient to cause a wrong output at equilibnum.

Lemma 4.1 (Set of critical points.)
The set of critical points ctJ:;~: is
c~~ := {x[k] Ilx[k]1 - c}.

1A

rigorous definition of such locally irregular tasks will be given in Sec. 4.3.
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ox

ox
...

(a) Phase plot with two dynamic
routes, ac > c.

(b) Phase plot with two stable equilibria, ac > c.

Figure 4.4: Phase plotsfor a (o,c)-CNN.
Proof: A wrong output occurs if and only ~l the perturbation creates a new
equilibrium point in any ofthe saturation regions, or ~l an existing equilibrium
is eliminated. Suppose that the dynamic route of a cell sl~ffers from a translation parallel to the ox axis, caused by perturbations in the template set. Since
the dynamic route in the linear region Ix I < C is a straight line with positive
slope in the phase plot, equilibrium points are created or eliminated exactly
toggles its sign.
when one of the points ox Ilx
Any horizontal translation is not more critical than this vertical shift, due to
Ix* -cl ~ oxllx
0
This lemma can be verified in Fig. 4.4, where A denotes the safety margin
ox Ilx I=c' Note that bipolar initialization is assumed. A single local rule for a
CNN task may be formulated as
(4.9)

depending on the desired sign for ox. k is a vector of the same dimension as
the template vector p and represents the (bipolar) configuration of the neighboring cells. If (4.9) is satisfied at the critical points, then it is guaranteed
that the correct operation is performed. Taking a c out of p and noting that
If~(xc)1 - 1, we obtain
(4.10)
for reduced coefficient and template vectors k and p, respectively. Defining
Qc := a c - c and introducing a template vector p which includes Qc instead
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of a e , we may write (4.10) as
(4.11)

by appropriately choosing the signs of the coefficients in k. With q as the
number of local rules, we define a coefficient matrix K E ffi,qxm to be
sgn(k~ p) kt[
sgn(kSp) k&

K=

(4.12)

By means of K, the characterization of a CNN task simplifies to the following
linear and homogeneous system of inequalities

VI

~

i

~

(4.13)

q,

which is solved for the optimally robust template vector by (cf. Chapter 2)
- opt"(v)
,/
P

= (Kt""K)-I Kt. yI m .

(4.14)

Y is the minimum safety margin of the template set, and
D (Popt(Y»)

= _

y

IIPopt(Y )111

+c

= _

1

e

IIPopt(l)111 + y

(4.15)

is its relative robustness. To obtain the optimum template for any value of
C ~ 1, we have to add c to the value for be from (4.14).
The safety margin does not depend on c. In the case of c = 0 (SGN-CNN),
(4.14) directly yields the optimum template, and the relative robustness is
larger than for any c > 0 due to the smaller denominator in (4.15). If we
dispose of an optimum template for any c, we can easily determine the optimum template for any other Cl simply by adding Cl - c to a e . All other
template entries remain unchanged. We are now ready to state the following
theorem which is already proved by the above deduction.

Theorem 4.1 (Robust template design for «(),c)-CNNs.)
1f, for any (o,c)-CNN,

A=

[

aj

{l2

{l3

{l4

{le

{l6

{l7

as

a9

]

,

B',

I
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is an optimally robust template set, then the optimally robust template set for
a (o,c')-CNN is

independent o{ the value q{ T. The robustness given by (4.15) is monotonically decreasing with increasing c. To directly design an optimum template vector, Popt(Y) has to be calculated (see (4.14)) yielding the solution
for c = O. Simple addition q{ c to a e gives the solutimz.for any c :( 1.

Example 4.1 (Connected component detection)
For a SAT-CTCNN, the connected component detector
A

=

[y y

+1

- y];

B - [0];

1= 0

is optimally robust with a safety margin of y and a robustness of y j(3y +
1). The very same template set is optimal for any (8, c) -CNN with c = 1,
including SAT-DTCNNs. For a (8,c)-CNN with sgn-nonlinearity,
A-[y y -y];

B=[O];

1=0

is optimal with 33% robustness, irrespective of y. In general,
A=[y y+c -y];

B=[O];

1=0

is the optimally robust connected component detector.

4.3
4.3.1

Efficient Numerical Integration of CNNs
Numerical Integration and Sampling

The mathematical analysis of electronic circuits with discrete elements generally yields nonlinear or linear ordinary differential equations (ODEs). By
applying vector notation, an ODE of any order can be recast in
x(t) = F(x(t),

x(O) - xo,

(4.16)

where F(·): IRI1 -+ }R!1 is possibly nonlinear, and x(O) denotes the initial condition of the system. For non-trivial cases, (4.16) cannot be solved analytically
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for x(t). Hence, one has to resort to numerical integration algorithms. We define a numerical integration operator u'VT as
• A./T'
jr~

.'

/7) --,.
". ,,/J
(1\.
L"

X

L',------,.-

j/ X
./rT·

=.. x'" d

(4,17)

(4.18)
with

e

and :D as the set of continuous and discrete functions, respectively:

e := {f I f(·):

jRn

-+ }R!1}

:D := {Ud I Ud[']: Zn -+

}R!1}

Note that this definition is restricted to integration methods with constant step
size T. The difference between the (unknown) trajectory x(kT) and xd[k] is
the integration error nJ [.], i.e., xd[k] = x(kT) + nJ [k]. For the choice of the
step size T , there is a tradeoff between accuracy and computational effort.
The well-known sampling operator c'/T is defined by
(4.19)
such that

x(kT) = xd[k]

Vk

E

(4.20)

Z,

where xC) is a continuous-time signal of bandwidth B, and Xd['] is the corresponding discrete-time signal. The sampling theorem states that the inverse
sampling operator .9i 1 allowing perfect reconstruction of x(·) from Xd [.]
exists under certain conditions on the sampling rate T and the bandwidth B:
T < 1/2B:

,
O versamp1mg

-,.r£)T-l

::JJ,

~.Yi-l
T > 1/2B : Undersampling
T = 1/2B: Sampling at Nyquist Rate

In digital systems, xd[k] = x(kT) cannot be achieved for almost any x(kT)
due to the quantization elTor nQ[k]. (4.20) may then be written as XdQ [k] =
x(kT) nQ [k] .
The comparison of the sampling operator and the numerical integration
operator in Table 4.1 shows that they are closely related. The question arises
whether, in analogy to the sampling theorem, there is a numerical integration
theorem which permits the optimization of the step size T.
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e -+:D

~CJlT

,,/VT

e -+:D

Sampling period T
Exact function x(·) is known.
Quantization noise n Q [ .]

Integration step size T
I xC) is unknown but determined by an
lODE.
I Integration error n] [.] and quantization
I noise nQ[']
I

I

I Iln] 11
Sampling Theorem

»

I

IlnQ 11

==> I ?

Table 4.1: Comparison of the sampling and numerical integration operators.

4.3.2

Forward Euler Integration and the Delta Operator

For a general first order differential equation
x(t) = F (x(t)),

x(O) = xo,

we obtain an approximate solution for x(t) by
x(T)

= x(O)

T F(x(O)),

x(2T)

= x(T) + T F(x(T)),

......

,

(4.21)

where, in every step, an error of O(T 2 ) is introduced. The integrated system is
inherently a discrete-time system, which will be indicated by square brackets
in the following. It is not trivial to find an optimum value for T , since there is
a trade-off between computational effort and accuracy.
Solving (4.21) for F(x[nTD yields
F(x[nTD _ x[(n + I)T] -x[nT].
..
T

(4.22)

Comparing this with the definition of the delta operator (4.5), we see that the
delta operator is in fact a forward Euler operator with k - n T , approximating
the derivative of xC).
Hence, the label 0T CNN is appropriate to denote a CNN that is forward Enler
integrated with step size T . Equivalently, a OT CNN can be viewed as a deltaoperator based CNN with T being the sampling rate, according to (4.5). Note
that a 00 CNN is a CTCNN, a Or CNN is a DTCNN.
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The CNN Sampling Theorem

Assuming that the main purpose of numerical integration of CNN s is to find
the equilibrium state, we investigate under which circumstances a step size as
large as the cell's time constant r .yields the desired result.
~

Definition 4.2 ( T -integrable CNNs.)
A CNNfor which x[nr] = x* for n -'r

CX)

is a r -integrable CNN.

Definition 4.3 (T -integrable template sets.)
A template set 7' is r -integrable ~f the CNN programmed with 7' is r -integrable for all x(O), u E lEn .
Lemma 4.2 (Zero crossings.)
If the number of zero clVssings in a 01' CNN is the same as in a CTCNNfor
each cell, then the equilibrium of both systenls will be identical, i. e., x[n T] =
x*for n -'r cx).
Proof: yti is determined by the sign of xij(O) and the number Z~ of zelV
crossings in the transient. If Xij (0) = 1, even Z?i lead to yti = 1, odd Z?i to
y!J = -1, and vice versa:

Z?i is defined to be the cardinality
xij (t) = 0 and .iij (t)

qf the

set

qf all points qf time for

i:- 0, whereas for the OT CNN,

zl;

which

is

Hence,. the output values at el7uilibriurn
are identical if'
zo,I] - Zr.
It remains
.
.
I]
to show that identical y* for both CT (1.5) and DT (4.7) systenls lead to identical x*. FlVm (4.8) 'Yve know that x* is independent qf the value qf T. This
implies that ~fthe eflective output values at equilibrium y* are equalfor both
systems, then the equilibrium states x* are equal as well.
0

CNN tasks may actually be defined by prescribing the number of zero crossings in the state trajectory of each cell. Note that the equality of the number
of zero crossings is not necessary, but sufficient, to guarantee the correct equilibrium. It may happen that by numerical integration, a pair of zero crossings
is added or eliminated. According to this lemma, it suffices to ensure that no
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zero crossings are added or removed by the integration process. To investigate
for which class of templates this can be guaranteed in the case of an integration step size of r , we consider four different classes of cells, according to the
following definitions.

Definition 4.4 (Directly connected cells.)
Two d~fferent cells (3ij and (3mn are directly connected ~lli - ml
\j -n\ ~ r, i.e., m,n E ,Nij, and ai-In,j-n 0 and am-i,n--j #- O.

~

rand

Example 4.2 (Shadowing)

For the shadowing template A = [0 p + 1 p], B = [0], I = p, p > 0, there
are no directly connected cells, since there is only one non-zero off-center
entry in the A template.

Definition 4.5 (Dynamic influence.)
A cell is under dynamic influence ~l there is at least one directly connected
linear cell. It all directly connected cells are saturated, the cell is under static
influence.
We note that in phases of static influence, the contribution from the neighbors
is constant. No two different static phases can directly follow each other, there
is always a phase of dynamic influence between.

.... Case 1: Saturated cells under static

i7~fluence.

Lemma 4.3 (Saturated cells under static influence.)
A saturated cell under static il1:flu.ence in a r -integrated CNN reaches its equilibrium 2 precisely within one single integration step.

Proof: When saturated, a cell's trajectoryfollovvs

ri(t) = -x(t)+q

x(t) = pe

+q,

(4.23)

where p and q are given by the neighbors' input and output and the initial
condition. x(t) tends to an (intermediate) equilibrium q, there are no local
extrema and no zero crossings in this phase (<I'the transient. The integration
algorithm has to ensure that x [n T] also tends to q. Applying forward Euler
2This may be an intermediate equilibrium point, since the cell may get under dynamic
influence later. It may lie in the linear region,
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Figure 4.5: A CNN transient in the saturation region and an Euler step with
1'=T.
to (4.23) yields
x[(n + 1)1'] -x[nT]

l'

-x[n1'] +q

(4.24)

T

=X[nTJ(l- : ) +

:

(4.25)

q

It is immediately seen that for l' = T, the (intermediate) equilibrium q is
reached in one single step (Fig. 4.5)1 Generally, x[(n + 171 )1'] for any m > 0
may be expressed as

x[(n

m)1']

= x[n1'] (1 \

T

l'

T,

T

1"

m-I

_)In + -q L (' 1 _ .:-)1
i=O

\

T

(4.26)

For any 0 < T ~ T, x[nT] will approach the correct equilibrium, since no
zero crossings are added. {t' l' i= T, the equilibrium is not reached in finite
time. For T < T < 2T, the state oscillates 3 around q but still converges,
whereasfor T') 2T, the Euler integrated system becomes unstable. We there0
fore conclude that l' := T is in.lact the optinlum choice.
.... Case 2: Saturated cells under dynamic i1r{luence.
If the directly connected linear neighbors do not give rise to a local maximum
3If the whole transient, and not just the saturated part, is taken into account, then the
system may be unstable as soon as T > r .
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of Ixs(to)l, this case is similar to case 1, with the only difference that the equilibrium may not be reached in one single step.
If there is such an extremum, the sign of xs(t) for t > to is opposite to the sign
of xs(to). It is insignificant whether this extremum occurs precisely at to or at
some noT> to, when the neighbors may have saturated. If they cause a new
sign of xs(t) while being linear, they will still do that when in the saturation
region. In the integrated system, Ixs[noTJ! may be larger than Ixs(to) I, but
it will still be pushed in the right direction: if the sign of oTxs[nT] is correct
for Ixs[nTJI = 1, then it is correct for any axs[nT] for a > 1.
Hence, it is guaranteed that the extremum is not eliminated for any step size
T > 0, which implies the correct behavior of the integrated CNN.
... Case 3: Linear cells with static il~fiuence.
Let us focus on a linear CL under static influence. All cells that are directly
connected to CL must have constant output. The dynamics of XIJt) in the
linear region is then governed by

/
1)
CXL(t)=xL(t)(a c - R +q+B*UL+I,

(4.27)

where q comprises the contributions from the neighbor's output values which
are constant by assumption. For bipolar tasks, ao,O > 1/ R is assumed. The
solution then is a single exponential function with a positive argument, which
guarantees that the stable equilibria lie in the saturation region. Hence, the
sign of XL (t) is determined by the output values of the neighboring cells and
cannot change while in the linear region. Hence, there is one zero crossing in
this linear region, which is guaranteed by any positive Euler step size T.
So far, we have proved the following lemma:

l.Jemma 4.4 (r -integrability.)
A template is T -integrable
nected linear cells.

~ffor

all t ,? 0, there are never two directly con-

The last and most interesting case is the case where there are two directly connected linear cells, dynamically influencing each other.

... Case 4: Linear cells under d.vnanlic b{fluence.
In this case, the CNN may not be T -integrable.
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Example 4.3 (A two-cell CNN, case 1)
Consider a class of simple two-cell CNNs with the template set

A = [r ps],

s < r < -p + 1 < 0,

B = [0],

1=0,

(4.28)

and an initial state of Xl (0), X2 (0) = -1 , A zero dirichlet boundary condition
is assumed. Both cells have positive derivatives at t = 0, (Xl (0) > X2(0) > 0),
i.e., they will immediately become linear. The analysis of this linear system reveals that Xl (t) travels to the positive saturation region, whereas X2(t) cannot
cross the zero line: The system matrix has a positive and a negative eigenvalue, AL2 = P - 1 .Jrs. For Xl (t), the mode with the positive eigenvalue
has a positive sign, and for X2 (t), it has a negative sign. This implies that
there is a local maximum for X2(t) in the negative linear region, and that the
equilibrium points are
= p - > 1 and = - p + < -1.
If the integration step size is chosen such that X2 [n T] becomes positive or
even greater than one, oscillations will occur which will lead to one or more
zero crossings and eventually cause the system to become unstable. (No other
than the conect equilibrium point is possible for this system.) It follows from
X2(0) = 1- p - r that for T ~ 2/(1 - p - r), a local maximum in the positive
saturation region exists, and the system is unstable. T -integrability is guaranteed if p + r ~ 0, which is only a small fraction of the templates defined by
(4.28).

xT

s

xi

r

Example 4.4 (A two-cell CNN, case 2)
The other possibility of two cells entering the linear region is if two cells have
different initializations and different signs in their derivative at t = O. The
simplest CNN with this property is again a two-cell CNN with a template of
the class

A

=

[r ps],

s > r > p -1 > 0,

B

= [0],

1=0,

(4.29)

and an initial state of Xl (0) = + 1, X2(0) = -1. Again, X2(t) never crosses
the zero line. The equilibrium state is xt = -p - s, xi = -p - r. From
X2(0) = 1 - P + r we infer that a step size of T ;? 2/(1 - p + r) pushes the
local extremum of X2(t) in the positive saturation region, which results in
infinite oscillations, whereas for r < p, the template is T -integrable.
The classes of templates we studied in these two examples cover the only
two possibilities by which trajectories can enter the linear region. If we can
exclude that this occurs for any pair of directly connected cells, the transient
contains no part that falls under case 4, and the template is T -integrable by
lemma 4.4.
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With this in mind, we define a subclass of all bipolar CNN tasks, the socalled locally regular class.

Definition 4.6 (Local regularity.)
A CNN is locally regular, ~lthe linear regions ofany pair ofdirectly connected
cells C:i and C:j do not overlap, i. e.,
~t ) 0 such that !Xi(t)! < 1 and IXj(t)! < 1.

Equivalently, a CNN is locally regular
connected cells C:i and C i

~t' and

only

~ffor

(4.30)

all pairs of directly

J

(4.31)

A template set T is locally regular, U' this condition is satisfiedfor any input
and initial state. The other templates are locally irregular.
The definition of local regularity leads to the core theorem of this section:

Theorem 4.2 (The CNN Sampling Theorem.)
Locally regular templates are T -integrable. For a step size T := T, the equilibrium of (1.5) is reached precisely in a finite and minimum number of integration steps.
Proof: This is a consequence (d' the fact that locally regular templates do not
allow directly connected cells to enter the linear region. Hence, lemma 4.4
applies, and all cells travel to the correct saturation region, where lemma 4.3
0
ensures that within one step, the equilibrium state is reached precisely.
Note that whereas local regularity is a sufficient condition for
it is not a necessary condition.

T

-integrability,

Condition (4.31) ensures that at most one of two directly connected cells
becomes linear; any template can be tested for local regularity by evaluating
(4.31) for all pairs of directly connected cells. In practice, due to symmetry
and bipolarity, only a limited number of all possible configurations have to be
checked, which is rapidly done on a computer.
ps], B = [0], I = 0 (cf. examples 4.3 and 4.4), we find that the condition for local regularity for a two-cell
CNN with zero boundary condition is
If we analyze the template class A

= [r

Ir+sl~p-1.

(4.32)
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(a) The locally regular region
p L
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s

Ir + sI ~

Cb) The local diffusion region
p-I.

Figure 4.6: The locally regular and local d~flusion regionsfor A

Ir

= [r

si

~

3 s].

As expected, this region is completely disjoint from the regions that are given
by the constraints in the examples, namely s < r < - p + 1 < 0 in example
4.3, and s > r > p - 1 > 0 in example 4.4. Interestingly, this region is in some
sense orthogonal to the region of local d~ffilsion, as defined in [49]. In Fig. 4.6,
both regions are depicted for p = 3. In principle, one might suspect that propagation-type templates are locally regular, whereas diffusion-type templates
are not, since propagation is intuitively assumed to be directed, in contrast to
diffusion. A directed propagation of information would exclude that two cells
mutually and dynamically influence each other. In fact, most propagation-type
tasks such as shadowing, connected component detection, and global connectivity detection operate on a series of cells that can be considered as a set of
dominoes, where the falling dominoes do not affect those already fallen. Such
templates are locally regular, but there exists another group of propagationtype templates that is not.
Often, CNN tasks are characterized by a set of local rules (cf. Def. 2.1 on p.
11).

Corollary 4.1 (Local rules.)
Templates sati,~lYing a set qllocal rules are locally regular:

Proof: For a task defined by a set of local rules, the linear regions of neighboring cells must not overlap. Therefore, lemma 4.3 applies.
0
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}"igure 4.7: Comparison ofa CT- and a DTCNNfor a CCD operation.
The operation of uncoupled templates can be specified by a set of local rules,
since there is no influence from the neighbors' output. Thus they are locally
regular and r -integrable.

Example 4.5 (Connected component detection)
An instance of a CCD template is A = [1 2 - 1]. In Fig. 4.7, the transients
of a CT-CNN4 and a (Sy CNN for the CCD operation
A

= [1

2 -1] :

.00000
123456

=*

00000.
123456

are plotted. In the DT case, not only the time is discrete, but also the values
of x[nT]. Because the template consists of integer values, all possible x[nT]
are also integers.
4111

fact, it is a 80_01 CNN

CT-CNNs cannot be simulated
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There is an infinite number of templates performing the CCD operation, and
not all of them satisfy these local rules. A = [2 1.25 - 2] clearly is a CCD
template, but there are local extrema in the linear region, which is forbidden
by the local rules. According to (4.32) this template is still locally regular. The
question arises whether it is true that the property of being locally regular can
be generalized from any locally regular template to all templates performing
the same task. From lemma 4.2 we know that a task is defined by the number
of zero crossings for each cell. The existence of a T -integrable CNN for a
task proves that the number of zero crossings does not depend on directly
connected linear cells. Since any template performing the same task leads to
the same number of zero crossings for each cell, a useful corollary can be
stated.
Corollary 4.2 (Equivalence relation.)
(f a template is T -integrable, this holds for the whole equivalence class of
templates performing the same mapping.
0

Since the template space T
mappings M

E

IR.19 is infinite, whereas the set of possible CNN

M : JEn x JEn ---* JEll,

y*:= M(u,x(O) IT) .

(4.33)

is finite, there must, at least for some mappings, be an infinite number of
2211
equivalent templates. This equivalence relation divides IR. 19 in at most 2
equivalence classes.
Other well-known propagation-type templates such as hole filling and global connectivity detection can also be specified by a set of local rules, and
there actually are template solutions that prevent directly connected cells from
being linear at the same time. Hence, T -integrability is guaranteed for these
tasks.
An example of a locally irregular template is the Laplacian template [4].
We will, however, concentrate on a one-dimensional template.
Example 4.6 (A locally irregular template)
Consider the local diffusion template A = [4 3 5J acting on a 8 cell CNN. It
performs the mapping
y*

• • •00000.
1234567 8
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4

5

15

2.5

<.

(a) Transients for nominal time constantsr

2.5

2

(b) Transients for 'f4 = O.94r.

Figure 4.8: Transients of cells 3 through 6for nominal and perturbed values
of the time constantfor the locally irregular template in example 4.6.
Cells e3 through e6 all enter the linear region at t = 0, and they are pairwise
directly connected. We therefore suspect that 7: -integration of this CNN will
lead to a wrong equilibrium. In fact, the output of e4 turns out to be black in
the case of a 6r CNN.
It is easily seen that there is no set of local rules that describes this task: the
initial state configuration . 0 . of (;2 ... (;4 results in • • 0, whereas for the
identical initial configuration of (;4 ... (;6, the output at equilibrium is 000.
In the case of locally irregular templates, there is some ongoing race occurring
between directly connected linear cells. A cell (;L may change its sign before
reaching the saturation region, depending on the speed of another linear cell.
Thus, the equilibrium
is sensitive to the ratio of the time constants of both
cells. For the template in example 4.6, deviations of the time constants of
less than 10% from the nominal value 7: cause the operation to fail: The
equilibrium of e4 will be wrong if 7:4 is perturbed by only -6%, or 7:3 or
is by 7%, or i6 by -7%, although (;6 is not even directly connected to (;4.
Fig. 4.8 shows the transients of (;3 through (;6 for nominal values of all time
constants (left) and for the case of a perturbation of i4 by -6% (right).

xI

In the general case of two directly connected linear cells
neighbors are saturated, their dynamics is governed by

= [P-1
[ ~I(t)]
X2(t)
l'

el

1(t)] + [ql]
s
.].
[x
p- 1
X2(t)
Q2'

and

e2

whose

(4.34)

Without loss of generality, we may assume that (;1 and e2 are horizontal
neighbors, and the A template is A = [r ps]. (A may have higher connec-
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tivity, but the other parameters are irrelevant for our investigation; their influence is subsumed under the constant contribution from bias and neighbors.)
Assume that the nominal time constant is T = 1, and that T2 is perturbed, i.e.,
T2 -j::. 1. This changes (4.34) to
(4.35)
which leads to a different system matrix, and, in turn, to different eigenvalues
)1,1, A2 and coefficients C, q/ in the transients
(4.36)
The effect on the dynamics of the system are not generally predictable; a stable
mode may become unstable, or any coefficient may change its sign, resulting
in a wrong equilibrium point, as in the example above.
On the other hand, locally regular templates are very robust with respect to
mismatch of cell's time constants. Considering (4.7), it is not surprising that
robustness against deviations of T and T go hand in hand, since both affect
the dynamics of the network in a similar manner. In fact, simulations show
that locally regular templates, including CCD, which is often considered as a
critical case, can easily bear inaccuracies of T of 80% and more!
In VLSI implementations of the CNN universal chip, the time constants
will not match very precisely, and the accuracy cannot be guaranteed to be
better than 10%. This is the reason why one mostly relies on locally regular
templates for most applications of CNN chips. Locally irregular ones, in contrast, do not play a significant role in applications of CNN chips - they are
often too sensitive to manufacturing inaccuracies.

4.4

Summary

We investigated discrete-time CNNs in the framework of the delta operator.
This allowed us to generalize the results concerning the robustness measure,
known for the continuous-time case, to the discrete-time case.
(o,c)-CNNs were introduced as new class of CNNs. They are based on the
delta operator which allows a continuous transition between continuous-time
and discrete-time systems. CT- and DTCNNs appem' as limiting cases for
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T -+ 0 and T -+ 1, respectively. The output nonlinearity is defined by the

parameter c denoting the width of the linear region. Four important standard
types of CNNs are located as the four corners in the (T,c) plane, bounded
by () ~ T,c :S; 1. Hence, (8,c)-CNNs comprise all these standard CNNs and
allow the development of a unified theory. While stability issues do not depend
on T or c, the robustness of a template set decreases slightly with increasing
c. Restricting ourselves to the important class of locally regular templates, the
analysis of the dynamic route shows that results for robust template design can
be generalized in a very direct fashion for (8, c) -CNNs. Surprisingly, c has
simply to be added to the center element of the A-template in order to obtain
the optimally robust template for any c. All other template parameters remain
unchanged.
The CNN sampling theorem 4.2 shows that the locally regular class can be
numerically integrated with a step size T as large as the internal time constant
T of the CNN cells, while it is still guaranteed that the trajectories of the integrated system tend to the correct equilibrium point. Even more intriguing is
the fact that with this particular choice of T := T, the equilibrium is reached
precisely in a finite number of steps, and, at the sarne time, with minimum
computational effort. Smaller step sizes (oversampling) increase the number
of steps, whereas larger values (undersampling) lead to oscillations or even
instability.
Often, rather sophisticated integration methods such as 4 th order Runge-Kutta
algorithms are used to simulate the dynamics of a CNN - we show that this
is not necessary, as long as one is not interested in very accurate trajectories.
Most learning algorithms, for example, are based on the distance between the
actual and the desired output vector. They can be drastically accelerated simply by using an Euler algorithm with the proposed step size of T = T .
The small class of templates that is not included in our theorem is only marginally important for practical applications of a VLSI CNN chip, since the
operation of the cells of this class requires precisely identical cell time constants.
Finally, due to the equivalence of DTCNNs and Euler integrated CNNs,
the theorem proves that for the locally regular class, the same templates can
be used for both continuous- and discrete-time operation. Locally irregular
templates, however, may not lead to the desired result in DTCNNs, and they
are bound to fail if a sgn(·) nonlinearity is used instead of the continuous sat(·)
function.

Chapter 5

Stochastic Optimization

5.1

Introduction

The applicability of the template design method proposed in Chapter 2 is restricted to single-layer CNNs with bipolar outputs and linear templates, and
to cases where a set of local rules is specified. For all other template design
problems, one has to resort to more general optimization techniques, which
will not provide analytical but numerical solutions.
A very generally applicable class of optimization algorithms is the class
of stochastic methods. These methods try to cleverly derive benefit from the
information obtained by random sampling the search space, which consists,
in our case, of all possible template sets. A number of candidate solutions is
generated randomly, and, depending on their performance, new and desirably
better solutions are produced. This process is repeated iteratively until a solution is found that meets the requirements. An objective or cost function is
used as a quality measure for the candidate solutions.
The search space, whose dilnension equals the number of free parameters,
is huge. Assuming a moderate parameter resolution of 0.25 and a range of
[-5,5] we have 41 19 ~ 1031 different template sets. Fortunately synlluetries
reduce the number of free parameters, but the search space remains in most
cases very large. Exhaustive search is very unlikely to yield a satisfactory
solution within finite time, and in most cases the nonlinearity, multimodality,
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and discontinuity of the objective function impede the use of gradient-based
search algorithms for template design problems. But this is precisely the class
of problems for which stochastic techniques are the appropriate tools.
Two specific algorithms have been explored for CNN-related issues, genetic algorithms [23,50] and simulated annealing [24, SOl Both methods are
inspired by nature. A self-contained introduction and comparison of these
techniques is found in [51].

Simulated annealing (SA) is a process that is derived from statistical mechanics and thermodynamics. It exploits an analogy between the way in which
a metal cools and freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure (the annealing process) and the search for a minimum in a more general system. The
algorithm is based upon that of Metropolis et a1. [52], which was originally
proposed as a means of finding the equilibrium configuration of a collection
of atoms at a given temperature. Kirkpatrick [53] noted the connection between this algorithm and mathematical minimization and proposed it as an
optimization technique.
SA's major advantage over other methods is an ability to avoid becoming
trapped in local minima. The algorithm starts at a randomly selected point
in the search space and employs a random search which does not only accept
changes that decrease the cost t\mction f('), but also some changes that increase it. The latter are accepted with a probability

where !1f is the increase in f and T is a control parameter, which by analogy with the original application is known as the system "temperature". In
the optimization process, T is decreased slowly according to a cooling or annealing schedule, which reduces the probability of acceptance for uphill steps.
The principle underlying the choice of a suitable annealing schedule is easily
stated - the initial temperature should be high enough to 'melt' the system
completely and should be reduced towards its 'freezing point' as the search
progresses.
For the template design problem, SA and particularly its more elaborate
companion adaptive SA [54] have demonstrated their capabilities to perform
an efficient search [24,50]. The drawback of SA is its sensitivity to the (random) choice of the starting point, and the fact that its search space is inherently
continuous. Since the set of programmable values on most CNN chips is discrete, a discrete search method is expected to be more efficient.
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Genetic algorithms overcome these two shortcomings. They are discussed in detail in the following sections.

5.2
5.2.1

Genetic Optimization of CNNs
Genetic Algorithms

The basic principles of genetic algorithms (GAs) were first proposed by Holland [55]. GAs are inspired by the mechanism of natural selection where
stronger individuals are the likely winners in a competing environment. GAs
use a direct analogy of such natural evolution. Through the genetic evolution
method, an optimal solution can be found and represented by the final winner
of the genetic game. When discussing GAs, it is common to use biologists'
terminology. A few of the most comnl0n terms are explained in Table 5.1.
GAs presume that the potential solution of any problem is an individual
and can be represented by a set of parameters. These parameters are regarded
as the genes of a chromosome and can be structured by a string of values in binary form. The value of an objective function, in the context of GAs generally
known as fitness function, is used to reflect the quality of the chromosome.
Throughout the genetic evolution, the fitter chromosome has a tendency to
yield high quality offspring which means a better solution to the problem. In
a practical GA application, a population of chromosomes has to be installed
and these can be randomly set initially. The size of this population varies from
one problem to another. In each cycle of genetic operation, termed an evolving
process, a subsequent generation is created from the chromosomes in the current population. This can only succeed if a group of these chromosomes, generally called "parents" is selected via a specific selection routine. The genes
of the parents are mixed and recombined for the production of offspring in the
next generation. It is expected that from this process of evolution (manipulation of genes), the fitter chromosome will create a larger number of offspring,
and thus a higher chance of surviving in the subsequent generation, emulating
the survival-of-the-fittest mechanism in nature. A GA therefore works similarly to natural evolution and differs from traditional search methods in four
ways [56]:
1. GAs work with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters themselves.
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Chromosome. A bitstring representing the encoded version of a candidate
solution. The parameter set can be retrieved by splitting the chromosome
into its genes and decoding them.,
Gene. A substring of a chromosome that encodes a single parameter value.
Genotype. The set of all genes of a chromosome.
Phenotype. The parameter set.
Individual. A chromosome and its phenotype.
Locus. The place of a gene in the chromosome.
Table 5.1: Short glossary ()fGA-related tenns originating.fJ·o1n biology.
Range:
Resolution:
Parameter set:
(Phenotype)
Binary representation:
(Genotype)
Bitstring:
(Chromosome)

[-4, 3.5]
0.5
-3.5

0.5

1.0

0001

~
I

'-v-'"

'-v-'"

~

1010

000110011010

}""'igure 5.1: Parmneter encoding.

2. GAs search from a population of points, not from a single point.
3. GAs use only fitness function information, not derivatives or other auxiliary knowledge.
4. GAs use probabilistic transition rules, not detenninistic rules.

Note that by 1. and 2., a GA contrasts with other stochastic techniques such
as simulated annealing.
A characteristic feature of GAs is the parameter coding. The parameter
set (in our case the templates entries) is encoded into a single bitstring. The
parameters are converted into binary format using some coding scheme, and
these binary substrings are concatenated to form the so-called chromosome
(an example is given in Fig. 5.1). Many other coding methods have been
proposed [57], but this is the simplest and perfonns well on many problems.
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Genetic Operators
To achieve the goal of iteratively creating child populations that, on average, perform better than the parent population, three stochastic operators are
sufficient: selection (sel) or reproduction, crossover (cross), and mutation
(mut). Let :p N denote a population of size N, and /!7>N the set of all possible populations of this size. All three operators take a population ,rpN as
argument, and yield a population of the same size: sel, cross, mut: ,9 N ~
~J}JN .

Selection. The selection operator sel picks N individuals
a population ,rpN such that
l(sel ,rpN) > 1(:p N )
Si E

sel/)JN

and

=} Si E /}-:>N ,

SI, ... , SN

from
(5.1)

(5.2)

where Si is any individual and ,Fe-) : ,1J}J ~ Jl{ is the average fitness of a population. To guarantee that the average fitness increases, the probability for a
chromosome to be reproduced is a monotonically increasing function of its fitness, so the fitter ones are likely to be selected several times, while weak ones
tend to die off. (5.2) indicates that the diversityl in the population decreases
in the selection process.
Mainly two selection schemes are used,fitness-proportional or roulette-wheel
selection and tournament selection. In the former, as the name suggests, the
probability of an individual to be selected is proportional to its fitness value.
The latter randomly permutes the individuals in the population, pairwise compares their fitness, and selects the fitter one. In order to keep the population
size constant, this process is repeated twice (Fig. 5.2).

Crossover. N /2 pairs of chromosomes are randomly taken from the population to be the parents of two offspring each (Fig. 5.3). In one-point crossover,
the parents are aligned, and a crossing site between 1 and the length of the
chromosomes is chosen randomly. Now, the substrings after the crossing site
are exchanged to create the offspring. Accordingly, two-point crossover uses
two crossing sites, and the substring in between is exchanged. More general is
random crossover, where each bit in the chromosome is exchanged with probability 0.5. Crossover is usually performed with a probability Pc between 0.5
and 1. The crossover operator increases the diversity, since new chromosomes
IThe number of different chromosomes in the population.
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Figure 5.2: Examplefor tournament selection. The shapes represent the individuals, and the number below is the fitness value.

Parent 1
Parent 2

0 1 0: 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
1 1 0\ 00 0 1 1 1 1

Parent 1
Parent 2

Parent 1
Parent 2

I
I

I
\

Offspring 1 0 1 0: 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
Offspring 2 1 1 01 1 1 0 1 0 0 0

Random String 00 1 0 1 1 1 () 1 0

!

Offspring 1 010100011100
Offspring 2 1 1 0; 1 1 0 1 1: 1 1

Offspring 1
Offspring 2

crossing site

One-point crossover

0101101000
1100001111

Two-point crossover

Figure 5.3: Crossover operators.

0 1 0 1 00 1 0 1 0
1 1 0 () 1 0 1 1 0 1
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are created. On the other hand, if all chromosomes have the same bit value
at a particular position, cross will never change that bit. This is the task of
mut.

Mutation. The mutation operator randomly flips the bits of each chromosome with a low probability. By selection and crossover the algorithm may
lose useful genetic material preventing the exploration of some regions of the
search space. Mutation helps in such situations by creating new genes and
thus increasing the diversity of the population. The mutation probability Pm
usually varies between 0.001 and 0.05.
One iteration in the optimization process, i.e., the transition
tion k to generation k + 1 can be formulated as

/P~ 1 = mut

0

cross

0

sel

,Ij)t '

fi~om

genera-

(5.3)

where 0 denotes operator composition.
Before the next iteration is started, the fitness function has to be evaluated for
every individual, which is usually much more expensive in terms of computing
power than the three genetic operators.

5.2.2 Problem Statement
We first study the problem of designing robust templates for a given task:
Popt

= argmax {D(p) I y*(p) = Yd}
p

(5.4)

It is identical to the problem (2.9) in Section 2.3 (p. 16), where we restricted
ourselves to locally regular templates.

Using GAs, the problem may be solved in two steps. First, find a template
or a set of templates that perform a given task, neglecting robustness aspects.
For this part of the problem, genetic algorithms have already been investigated
in [23]. As a standard coding method, every free parameter was assumed to
be in the approximate range of [-5,5] and coded with 10 bits, and these binary
strings were concatenated to build a chromosome. The fitness function (5.5)
was based on the Euc1idean distance between the desired and the actual output
image where g(-) denotes a linear scaling function, and k is the number of
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(5.5)

With roulette wheel selection and two-point crossover, this algorithm was
shown to be successful for small numbers of free parameters. However, the
templates it found were inherently not robust, and the accuracy of the values
(~ 0.01) is, on the one hand, too high for an efficient VLSI implementation,
and on the other, it leads to long chromosomes which increases the computing
time. Another disadvantage of this algorithm was that the (numerical) integration time of CNN was chosen randomly, which can result in high fitness
values even in the case of instable CNNs with oscillating output values.
In this work, attempts were made to overcome these shortcomings. The
basic idea behind our new approach is to use a first GA to generate a population of solutions (i.e., templates that peIfOlm a given task) without considering
their robustness, and, in a second stage, to optimize the robustness using a second GA (Fig. 5.4).

5.2.3

Coding

From our considerations in Chapter 2 we conclude that an absolute accuracy
of the parameters of 0.25 (i.e., the values are programmable in steps of 0.25)
is sufficient, and that values greater than 5 are inconvenient to realize. Hence,
5 bits are sufficient for all template entries, and, as in [23], the strings are
concatenated. A priori knowledge of CNN dynamics is used to reduce the
chromosome length. Very often, for example, a given desired mapping has
symmetrical behavior along one or even two axes, or it is obvious that some
template entries have to be zero as the cells do not depend on their neighbors
in certain directions. To guarantee bipolar output, the center element of the
A-template, ae is coded by 4 bits in the range from [1.00,4.75]. This type of
coding is used in both GAl and GA2.
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5.2.4

Search for Solutions (GAl)

This algorithm resembles the one proposed in [23]. The fitness function (5.6)
is proportional to the number of correct output pixels.

/

.f

l (.p)
~
.=,B

1 k

(1- -)'
IIV*,:...
2k
£._i . (

I

.Y /

*.

(P).I)

(5.6)

i=l

0.5
where f3 = { 1

if y(p)=l k (black) ory(p)=-l k (white)
otherwise.

For tasks with only a relatively small number of black (or white) output pixels
(e.g., a corner detector), this function yields a high fitness for templates that
create completely white (or completely black) images (YP = ±1k). To prevent
these templates from becoming too dominant, they are penalized by halving
their fitness values (f3 = 0.5) .
The other parameters of GAl are: population size no = 64, roulette wheel
selection, bit mutation rate Pm = 0.03 , nonoverlapping populations, one-point
crossover with probability Pc = 0.6. Compared to a standard GA, the main
difference is the fact that during the whole process, every solution (f(p) =
l) found in any generation is stored to become a member of Population n
(Fig. 5.4). The algorithm terminates when the desired number of solutions
n 1 = 32 has been found.

5.2.5

Robustness Optimization (GA2)

In this stage, the optimization problem (5.4) is to be solved. In a straightforward manner, the fitness function is defined to be equal to the robustness:
f2(p) = D(p). If the output is not correct, the fitness is 0. To avoid premature convergence 2 , the mutation operator has to be defined very carefully.
Pm must not be chosen too small, but uniform mutation with relatively high
probability is likely to generate a "wrong" template set, as high significant
bits in the parameters may be affected which always results in a "bad" template. This leads to a considerable number of chromosomes with fitness 0,
which in turn forces the reproduction operator to carry out the selection from
the small remaining subpopulation with non-zero fitness. Therefore, in GA2,
2A

drastic loss of genetic diversity in early stages of the optimization process
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mutation operates only on the 3 least significant bits of each encoded parameter, with Pm = 0.05. If, nonetheless, a newly created individual has fitness
0, it is randomly replaced by an individual with non-zero fitness of its parent
generation (overlapping populations). The best solution is always preserved
in the optimization process.

5.2.6 Parallel Implementation on a Snpercompnter
The algorithm runs on an lntel Paragon XP/S-22 MP, a massively parallel supercomputer with 160 computing nodes, with 2 CPUs and 64MB RAM each.
Due to the lack of shared memory, the inter-node communication has to be
provided using message passing. The manager program containing the genetic algorithms is written in C and invokes a number of client routines which
evaluate the fitness functions (5.6) for the population (Fig. 5.5). This entails
Genetic
Algorithms
(C)

CNN

Integration
(Fortran 77)

Figure 5.5: Prograrn structure.
the numerical integration of a large system of nonlinear difIerential equations.
The time it takes the system to reach its equilibrium depends strongly on the
template set and cannot be predicted. Thus, the integration method should
auto-detect the equilibrium state to terminate, and, to be efficient and accurate, provide adaptive integration step size control. This part of the program is
written in Fortran 77 and uses a combined 4/5th -order Runge-Kutta method
with a step width controlled by the maximum admissible relative error. In
case of oscillating systems, it terminates after 500 timesteps and sets the fitness value to zero.
To determine the robustness of a template in GA2, the manager perturbs
the template according to Def. 2.3 (Chapter 2) and lets the clients check if the
condition YP = y(p) is still satisfied, i.e., if the template still operates correctly.
If it does, the perturbation Cl is increased, otherwise it is decreased, until the
desired accuracy of the robustness of 1% is reached. For a template set with
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m non-zero entries, 2/n combinations of perturbations have to be evaluated
for each ex, and approximately 5 different values for ex are necessary for 1%
accuracy. Neglecting duplicate chromosomes in the population, the number
of CNN integrations per generation in GA2 is given by (5.7).

(5.7)
The inherently sequential genetic operators, namely selection, recombination
and mutation typically consume less than 0.01% of the computation time.

5.2.7

Results

In this section, 3 examples with increasing complexity are presented. Note
that we did not exploit local regularity, neither for the definition of the fitness
functions nor in the numerical integration of the CNNs. Hence, the optimization routines are generally applicable to any problem where a desired output
image is specified.
Example 5.1 (Shadowing)
The input image is stored in the initial state x(O) , there is no time-independent
input u. In addition to the whole B -template, also the elements al, a2, a3,
a7, ag, and ag of the A -template can be set to zero, since cells in different
rows do not influence each other (row-wise operation). Moreover, cells are
independent of their left neighbor; accordingly, a4 is zero as well. In the template prototype (5.8), only as, a6, and 1 remain as optimization parameters.
A = [0 as a6];

B = [0];

(5.8)

1

The phenotype as E {l.OO, l.25, ... ,4.75}, a6, lE {-4.00, -3.75, ... ,3.75}
is coded into the 14bit-string'-,

I sll s21 s31 s411 ssl s61 s71 S8liEJ~
'--v

/\

SIll s121 s131 s141

' \ " y

/

1

using standard binary coding (most significant bits are SI , ss, and SlO).
Fig. 5.6 shows after how many generations GAL has found nl = 32 (indicated
by the dashed line) solutions. In 8 of 10 runs, this is achieved in only 2 generations. Already in generation 0 we find 6.7 correctly operating templates
in the mean; this is not surprising as ~ 10% of the parameters in the search
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Figure 5.6: Shadowing, GAl.
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Figure 5.7: ShadOlving. histograms of GA2.
space are shadowing templates. The diversity is fairly large, as there are 21
different chromosomes in Population IT.
When it comes to robustness optimization (GA2), Fig. 5.7 shows the histograms of the initial population (generation 0) and the 10th generation, summed over 10 runs. The average fitness (dashed line) increases from 11.1 % to
23.9%, and in 9 runs the global optimum
A

= [04.75 3.75J;

B

= [OJ;

1

3.75

(5.9)

with a robustness of 30.6% was found in less than 10 generations. This result
corresponds to the analytical result in Example 2.2 on page 23.
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Figure 5.9: CCD, histograms of GA2.
Example 5.2 (Connected component detection)
The template prototype
A=[a4asa6];

B=[O];

I

(5.10)

has 4 possible non-zero entries, and, using the same type of coding, the chromosomes consist of 19 bits. In 10 runs, the number of generations to find the
32 solutions for CCD was 4.5 in the mean and 6 in the worst case. The expected number of solutions increases linearly (Fig. 5.8, left). Note that GAl
terminates when 32 correct templates are found. Fig. 5.8 (right) and Fig. 5.9
show the average and maximum fitness and the histograms, respectively, visualizing the pelformance of the robustness optimization. In the worst case of
10 runs, the solution after 10 generations had 25% robustness, which is still
far beyond the critical value which ranges between 5% and 10%. In most runs,
the algorithm ends with a solution having the structure (5.11), which was ana-
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lytically shown to be the most robust for CCD in Chapter 2. s ): 2 results in a
robustness): 28%.
A

= [s

s

1 -s];

B

= [0];

I

=0

(5.11)

Example 5.3 (Hole filling)
In this task, the input image is stored in u and the states are initialized with
1. Since there is symmetric propagation along both axes, the template has the
structure given by (5.12).

o ]

~o

;

B=

[06 0~e

I

(5.12)

ao denotes the off-center elements in the A -template. Again there are 4 parameters to be optimized, but the higher connectivity makes it a considerably
more difficult problem. Although all the off-center elements in A are supposed to have the same value, they have to be perturbed independently to
determine the robustness of the template, which entails 27 = 128 CNN integrations due to the 7 non-zero entries in the whole template set. As expected,
it takes significantly longer to generate 32 solutions: 55 generations in the
mean, ranging from 16 to 142 in 10 runs. The robustness optimization algorithm creates templates with 8.2% (± 1.5%) robustness, which is rather good
compared with the global optimum of 9.8% (a c = 2, a o = 1, be - 4, 1=0).
The evaluation of one generation of size 32, which implies the integration of
more than 16'000 CNNs, takes about one minute on 128 nodes on the Paragon.

5.3
5.3.1

Other and Combined Approaches
The Hill Climbing Approach

For the hill climbing approach, we assume that we already have a correctly
(or parameter vector Pc) having the robustness
operating template set
D(Pe) at our disposal. By means of a hill clinlbing algorithm, we now seek
an improved template with greater (ideally maximum) robustness. Since zero
entries and symmetry conditions in p are to remain unaffected, we consider
a reduced parameter vector r E IRq , where q is the number offree template
entries, i.e., parameters that can be altered independently. The steepest-ascent
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algorithm
(5.13)
is repeated iteratively until r new = raid which indicates a local optimum. The
step size f3 should equal the accuracy achievable in the CNN chip; f3 = 0.25
is a good choice which corresponds to the resolution in the GA. The following
examples demonstrate that the local maximum found by this algorithm very
often is the desired global maximum.
In Fig. 3.14 (p. 66), contour plots of the robustness landscapes for three
typical CNN tasks, shadowing (SH), horizontal line detection (HLD), and connected component detection (CCD), are displayed. It can readily be seen that
there are no local maxima. Accordingly, the algorithm (5.13) is bound to yield
the global optimum. However, depending on the starting point re, a considerable computational effort is needed. Assuming that 6 steps are sufficient to
get to the optimum, and that 5 . 21n CNN integrations are necessary to determine the robustness of a template, we obtain 6· 3q ·5· 2rn as an approximation
for the total number of integrations for this hill climbing algOlithm. Typical
values (e.g., for a hole filling template) are m = 7 and q = 4, resulting in
over 300'000 integrations. Even on the Paragon, this takes almost an hour for
medium size images (n ~ 1000 cells). On the other hand, this effort has to be
made only once for every task.

5.3.2

The Averaging Approach

The idea behind this approach is that the arithmetical average of a whole set
of templates ped'offiling the same operation is a good candidate for a robust
template. To generate such a set of templates, we may use a local learning
algorithm or profit from the fact that GAs produce not only one single solution
but whole populations of solutions. Using GAl from Sec. 5.2, for example,
we end up with 32 solutions. Under certain conditions, their average can be
expected to be robust. Let C(f' denote the search space of the GA, and /R
the parameter subspace where the template operates correctly. If C(f' n /R is
connected and convex, and if the solutions are, to some extent, un~fonnly3
distributed over 'f;' n /R , then the robustness of the average solution is expected
to be larger than the average robustness of all solutions:
D(mean(Pi)) > mean (D(Pi»
3A symmetrical distribution with respect to the center of 't? is sufficient.

(5.14)
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For GAs, the condition of "uniform" distribution is satisfied rather well, whereas local learning algorithms tend to find solutions along one single boundary
of /R.
Example 5.4 (Shadowing)
Shadowing templates have only three non-zero entries, namely p := as, s :=
a6, and I. In Fig. 5.10, three crossections through this threedimensional parameter space are shown; the shaded region indicates /R, and '(;) n /R is bounded
by a solid line. The squares represent the solutions found by a GA, the black
circle their average. As expected, the average solution lies approximately in
the center of CC? in each crossection. With a population size of 32, the mean
gain in robustness in 10 different runs by this averaging operation was almost
a factor of two (Fig. 5.11). Thus, (5.14) holds perfectly.
The advantage of this approach is that we do not have to evaluate the robustness of large sets of templates, which is computationally very expensive. Compared to the hill clirnbing algorithm, this method is up to three orders of magnitude cheaper, since a GA finds 32 shadowing templates in less than three
generations, i.e., in less than 200 CNN integrations.

5.3.3

The Hybrid Approach

To combine the advantages of GAs and hill climbing algorithms, we propose
a hybrid approach. We start with a GA to generate a population of correctly
operating templates for a given task. In a second step, we use the average template as the initial template for the hill climbing algorithm (Fig. 5.12). This
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the averaged robustness and the robustness of
the mean template.
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Figure 5.12: The hybrid approach.

reduces the computational effort drastically, while providing optimum results.
For the shadowing task, for example, the hill climber reaches the global optimum in 1.5 steps in the mean, even in the case of a moderate population size of
32. For larger populations, the number of steps tends towards zero. Compared
with the purely genetic approach (Section 5.2), the GA used here corresponds
to GAl, whereas GA2 is replaced by averaging and hill climbing.

Example 5.5 (Global connectivity detection)
With a population size of 64, the GA yields a first correct solution in 2.6
generations in the mean; in less than 12 generations, 32 solutions are found.
Using the hybrid approach, we find
2
3
2

~]o

0

;

B= [ ~2

o
-2

.

~?]
- ,
o

1=0

(5.15)

with 10.4% robustness. Interestingly, the hybrid approach almost always tends
to such globally optimum symmetric4 solutions although there exist locally
optimum solutions with non-zero bias indicating an asymmetric behavior.
41n the sense that the template operates in a symmetric manner on both white objects on
a black background and black objects on a white background
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5.4
5.4.1

Attacking the General Classification Problem
The General Classification Problem

The problems considered so far were comparatively simple, since the inputoutput mapping M: (u, x(O)) ~ y* was given, and we restricted ourselves
to bipolar tasks. The general class~fication problem, however, is much more
complex - it will demonstrate that stochastic optinlization techniques are in
fact applicable to a very broad class of optimization problems.

uf

We assume that we have a set 'U consisting of I'llI real vectors
E IRll •
These vectors are organized in c clusters or classes. The respective class a
vector belongs to is indicated by its upper index I ~ j ~ c. The vectors
within class .i are numbered by the lower index I ~ i ~ q(j). Hence,
c

L q(j) = I'UI.
j=1

For each class, we define a class prototype ii j by the arithmetical mean
:

I

iij '- - -

q(j)

,

) uJ

.- q(j).,:-,

i'

1=1

To class~f.y a vector z, i.e., to decide to which class it belongs, we evaluate the
class~fication function CC): JRil ~ {1, 2, . , , , c}
CvJz) := arg min IIz -

iij

lip,

(5,16)

l~j~c

where

11.llp

:

JRil

~

IR denotes the p -norm

Ilzll p

'\'ll
1)) lip
(. Li=l I.Zi 1
'

_
{

max

l~i~ll

IZi

I

for p <

00

for p =

00.

(5.17)

The index 'U in Cu indicates that the prototypes are based on the vectors in
the set 'U. In cases where two or more prototypes v j have the same distance
to z, we define CC) to yield the smallest class index j within this group of
equidistant prototypes, which guarantees the uniqueness of C(·). A classification is said to be correct if C(uf) = j for any
E 'U. The class0cation rate

uf

III
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R of an entire vector set Z is the number of correct classifications divided by
the number of elements in Z.
RZ)'- _1
't{( .. -

~ (/{ 1

'L

IZ I z! EZ

0

if Cu(z{) = j \
,J,
otherWIse

(5.18)

/

I.

where we tacitly assume that Z and '11 have the same number of classes. In
the context of training and testing a classification scheme, we may identify '11
as a training set, and Z as a test set. The corresponding classification rates are
then R't{('U) and R't{(Z), respectively. Since the prototypes are determined
by 'U, we would normally expect R't{('U) > R't{(Z).
To increase the classification rate, the vectors may be preprocessed in such
a way that the intra-class distance is minimized while, at the same time, the
inter-class distance is maximized (see Fig. 5.13):
q(j)

mmmllze
Jointly

L II u!- iiJ lip

i=l
c----1

maXlllllze

VI ~ j ~ c

(5.19)

c

L L

llii k ii J lip

(5.20)

i=l k=i+l

In this section, we investigate the potential of bipolar CNNs for this preprocessing problem. Image or pattern recognition or classification is a key issue
in CNN applications, and it is one of the areas where the CNN has a great
potential.

5.4.2 Problem Statement
With (1.5), we can use the vectors that are to be classified directly as the CNN
input and/or initial state, where, in the context of two-dimensional CNNs, we
rather speak of images than of abstract vectors. Without loss of generality, we
assume the images to be normalized to [-1, 1] .
A CNN with bipolar output, programmed with the template set 7, performs a mapping
M : [-1,1]11 x [-1, 1]11

~

JEll,

y*:= M(u,x(O) 17) .

Let ,M(·,·,·) be the set of processed images
,M(7,

g, '11) := {y E JEll I y = AM(u!, ~ 17) Vu;! E 'U},
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(a) The original situation.

Cb) After the processing.

Figure 5.13: The goal of the preprocessing.

where ~ E {-I, 0,1, u} determines the initial state, i.e., whether x(o) = -1
(white), x(o) = 0 ('gray'), x(O) = 1 (black), or x(O) = u (equal to the input
image).
A first version of the general classification problem is that of finding the
template set and initial condition that maximize the classification rate:
(Topt,~opt)= argmax R1~(,M(T,~,'U»)

(5.21)

T'EJR I9

~E(-l.O,1,lI}

If R reaches 1, no further optimization of (5.21) is possible, although, in
view of the preprocessing goals (5.19) and (5.20), an improvement may still
be achievable. Hence, some other objective function has to be included in
the problem statement, such as the robustness of the classification. According
to (5.16), the prototype with the minimum distance to an image determines
to which class the image belongs. If two distances are (almost) equal, the
classification is said to be sensitive; if the minimum distance is much smaller
than the distance to any other prototype, the classification is robust.

With dl := minj(llz - ii J lip) as the minimum distance (cf. (5.16», and
d2 := minjiCCz)(llz - iiJ lip) as the second-smallest distance, we define the
following robustness measures (see Fig. 5.14):
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Figure 5.14: The range of the robustness B for correct and wrong
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(5.23)

ell

Note that d2 :;:: ell. For d2 = dl the classification may either be wrong or
correct. With B(Z) as the averaged quantities over an entire image set Z, we
may now re-formulate the template optimization problem, including the aspect
of robustness.
l

(T opt, ~opt) =

arg max
7' E~19
SE{-l,O,1,u}

(5.24)

{a (R V ( eM (T, ~ , 'U)) ) + f3 (B (,M (T, ~ , 'U)) ) } .

Since we are confronted with a joint optimization problem, the (possibly
nonlinear) scaling functions aC) and f3(.) are used to adjust the respective
weights of classification rate and sensitivity in the optimization process.
The information loss in the CNN mapping M is considerable: even if the
original images are quantized with modest 8 bits/pixe1, they undergo an information loss of 87.5% in the transformation to bipolar (l bitJpixel) images.
Since this reduction to black and white images facilitates the calculation of
class prototypes and distance, the CNN is still useful even if the classification rate is not increased. Another advantage of bipolar CNN operations is,
in view of analog VLSI CNN chips, that they can be rendered insensitive to
small parameter variations.
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5.4.3

The Genetic Approach

In contrast to the problems in the previous sections, the general classification
problem does not provide any information on the CNN mapping M except
the vague preprocessing goal depicted in Fig. 5.13 and the mathematical transcription (5.24), which will serve as thefitnessfr.mction (or objective function)
of our genetic algorithm.
The second link between the algorithm and the concrete optimization problem is the coding of the parameters in the solution space, which, in our case,
consists of a template set and an initial condition. To choose an appropriate
coding strategy, we have to consider several constraints imposed by the analog VLSI implementation of the CNN universal chip. On the one hand, only
a discrete set of values is programmable as template parameters, on the other
hand, when realized as integrated circuits, the parameters are typically subject
to perturbations of up to 8 - 10% of their nominal vatues due to the inherent
inaccuracy in the analog implementation. The first constraint is not a drawback but an advantage for a GA (and one of the reasons to use GA for this
problem), since its search space is discrete anyway. We just have to ensure to
code exactly those values that can be realized on a particular chip. The second
constraint forbids the use of any templates with more than 11 non-zero parameters. Templates with higher connectivity are too sensitive to inaccuracies.
From Chapter 2 we know that templates with higher connectivity cannot have
a robustness of more than 8%. Hence, 8 parameters have to be fixed to zero.
For symmetry reasons, the schemes

A= [~

a2
ae
as

0

a6
0

] B=[

0

h2

h4

bs b6
bs 0

0

0

]

I

and
0

A=

[ 0

~

ae
0

o]
~

;

B=

[ bl
b4
177

b2

bs b3
b6 ] ; I
bs b9

were used. Note that the second scheme is uncoupled, i.e., all non-center elements in the A -template are zero. Due to the restriction to bipolar operations,
a e is not optimized but fixed to a value > 1. A chromosome is built by concatenating the coupled/uncoupled bit, 2 bits for the genotype coding the initial
condition, and m bits for each of the 10 parameters, leading to a bitstring of
length 101'n + 3 ,
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bits:
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III

III

Codewords longer than 5 bits/parameter are generally not necessary due to
the limited state swing of the chip and its discrete programmability. The sets
of possible parameter values (phenotypes) for the template is determined by
the properties of the CNN chip. We used
for 11'1

-

~ {O, 1,2,4},

3:

.:..

for m

= 4:

1

±4 {O, 1,2,4,6,8, 10, 12},

for m - 5:

±~ {O, 1,2,3,4,6,8,10, 12, 16,20,24,28,32,40,48}.
With this coding strategy, the GA will optimize both the template set and the
initial condition, and the first bit determines whether the coupled or the uncoupled scheme is applied. The boundary condition of the CNN is fixed to
-1 for both input and state to achieve maximum template robustness. A tournament selection scheme was implemented. In so doing, only the ranking of
the fitness values are relevant, and the selection operator is insensitive to any
monotonic fitness scaling. This unique property permits the joint optimization
for two different objectives, if one of the objectives is to be plioritized, which
is true for the classification problem: correct classification is more important
than robustness. Hence, by choosing a(x) = x and f3(x) = x/WOO, for example, the a1golithm will first concentrate on the classification rate, and then,
among all individuals with equal R, select those with smaller sensitivity. With
fitness-proportional selection, this would not be possible since all individuals
with equal R would have an almost equal probability to be selected.
Note that it is by no means guaranteed that the template candidates are stable; unstable ones, however, receive a fitness value of zero and will therefore
not survive the next selection operation.
Deriving benefit from the CNN sampling theorem 4.2, the CNN steady
state outputs are calculated by a simple forward Euler algorithm with step size
1, which allows the treatment of fairly large problems on a workstation within
reasonable time.
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Results

We study the recognition of single digits '0' to '9' in a 10 x 10 image. The
original black and white images (Fig. 5.15(a» were subject to multiplicative
noise of 30% and additive noise of 0.3 (both uniformly distributed), and finally each pixel was inverted with a probability of 20% ('spot noise'). For
each digit, 10 such perturbed images were generated, which have to be classified according to (5.16). The class prototype and the image set for the digit
'one' are shown in Fig. 5.15(b) and (c), respectively. Direct classification on
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(a) Original images (unknown to the classificator)

(b) Prototypes

(c) Perturbed image set for digit' one'
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(d) Output image set for digit 'one'

(e) Output prototypes

Figure 5.15: Irnage setsfor the digit recognition task.
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the gray-scale images yields a recognition rate of 98% with an average robustness of 57.5%. With the CNN preprocessing, the recognition rate can be
increased to 100%, the robustness to 104%! For a population size of 100,
a one-point crossover probability of 0.8, a mutation probability of 0.05, and
a tournament selection scheme, the following uncoupled template was found
within 35 generations:
ae

= 2;

B

= [-~5
o

=~:~ o~s J;
0

l

=-3

j

The initial condition for this template is x(O) = O. Fig. 5.15 (d) presents the
CNN output images for the digit class 'one', (e) the output prototypes. Interestingly, these preprocessed prototypes are shifted diagonally left- and upwards
(due to b9 = 3 in the template) compared to the original prototypes in (b). The
distance measure for this example was a quadratic (or Euclidean) distance, i.e.,
p = 2 in (5.17). In most runs of the GA, uncoupled templates are found to be
optimum - coupled ones disappear gradually ±i'om the population owing to
the selection pressure.

5.5

Summary

Different approaches for robust template design have been presented. In a twostage genetic approach, first a population of correctly operating templates is
generated (GAl ), which is then used as the initial population for the second
step, the robustness optimization (GA2). GAs with their discrete search space
are very suitable for this optimization problem; as in most types of VLSI
implementations, only a discrete set of template values is available for programming. However, the evaluation of the fitness functions in (GA2) requires
considerable computational effort. Therefore, a massively parallel supercomputer, the lntel Paragon, is used.
The steepest-ascent (hill climbing) lnethod suffers from the same shortcoming. Nevertheless, it often finds globally optimal solutions, since the robustness landscape is not rugged. In the averaging approach, we make use
of the fact that GAs inherently produce populations of solutions without additional effort. Their arithmetical average is expected to be robust. Therefore,
no robustness evaluations have to be carried out here.
Finally, the advantages of all three methods are combined into a hybrid
approach, which clearly outperforms the others. The average solution is a
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perfect starting point for a steepest-ascent algorithm: the GA finds the hill,
and the hill climber climbs it. This approach is not restricted to the optimization of CNN templates with respect to robustness, but is applicable in other
optimization problems as well.
The general class~fication problem provides a framework comprising virtually all image classification tasks that can be carried out on a CNN chip.
Beside the maximization of the classification rate in a test set, it aims at increasing the robustness of the classification in order to guarantee a correct
classification of unknown vector sets. This two-objective optimization problem can be successfully attacked by genetic algorithms. GAs permit, on the
one hand, an efficient search in a chip-specific template space, and, on the
other hand, they are well-suited for such joint optinlization problems if a tournament selection scheme is applied. For all concrete problems considered so
far, the results are encouraging, in spite of the limited set of possible template
values. Rather unexpectedly, uncoupled templates seem to pelfonn better than
coupled ones.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
The applicability of CNNs in the areas of image and signal processing only
becomes efficient if an appropriate analog hardware implementing the underlying network is available. Beside significant advantages of CNN chips over
digital hardware such as processing speed, small size, and power consumption
there is one severe drawback, namely their relatively poor accuracy. Robust
operation can only be guaranteed for locally regular tasks, which makes local
regularity a key concept for any practical applications of CNN chips:
• Locally regular tasks can be carried out on virtually all classes of CNN
chip prototypes implemented so far, whether they are implemented as
continuous-time or as sampled-data systems, and whether a saturation
or a high-gain nonlinearity is used.
Locally irregular tasks, however, are inherently sensitive and therefore
very unlikely to run reliably on an analog chip. Consequently, as long
as the accuracy of the CNN circuitry is not substantially improved, the
dynamics in the linear region cannot be exploited. From a practical
point of view, it is sensible to design chips with the type of nonlinearity
that is easiest to implement.
• Numerical simulations of locally regular tasks run extremely fast, as
a simple forward Euler algorithm with a large step size yields exact
equilibrium points in a number of integration steps that is in the order
of the size of the CNN.
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• For the class of locally regular templates, an exact and direct analytical
design method exists, which permits, on the one hand, to determine the
optimum template for a given CNN chip, and, on the other, provides
insight into the dynamics of the CNN.
Furthermore, analytical expressions can be derived for the settling time
of these tasks. For the uncoupled class, they are exact, while for all
other locally regular tasks, tight upper bounds can be calculated. This
allows the optimization of templates with respect to processing speed,
provided that the degree of robustness is still sufficient for a particular
chip.
If a CNN optimization problem cannot be attacked by analytic tools, one has to
resort to numerical optimization methods. Among these, stochastic optimization techniques have proven their usefulness in problems that are far more
complex than template design for a given input-output mapping. On modern
workstations, virtually any CNN-related optimization task can be solved efficiently.

Two ideas presented in this thesis may be helpful beyond the scope of
CNNs.
Firstly, the method to solve a homogeneous and linear system of inequalities presented in Chapter 2 is not restricted to the CNN template design problem. It can readily be used to solve any such system in an optimum way, in the
sense that all inequalities are satisfied with the largest possible safety margin.
Secondly, the CNN sampling theorem 4.2 basically includes all kinds of
nonlinear first-order circuits. If the equilibrium points of such circuits are to
be numerically determined, it is most efficient to apply forward Euler integration and to choose the step size to be equal to the internal time constant of the
system.
We close by some suggestions for future research. The theory on robustness and settling time developed in this thesis is restricted to bipolar CNNs.
Since one of the major advantages of analog processing techniques is their
continuous range, gray scale image processing deserves serious consideration
as welL The idea of robustness will have to be redefined, as strict output invariance is not achievable if the CNN system has equilibrium points in the
linear region. Robustness theory turns into sensitivity theory, and the concept
of settling time also has to be generalized.
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As soon as more complex CNN cells become realizable, it is a worthwhile
attempt to extend the template design theory further by including nonlinear
and delay-type templates. Analytical approaches may fail, but stochastic optimization techniques can be expected to yield good results. Genetic algorithms
and related methods may even be capable of creating CNN programs consisting of several CNN processing steps, which would be a important step towards
an adaptive universal CNNprocessor.

Appendix A

CNN Task Library
In this appendix, we desclibe those CNN tasks that frequently appear in the
examples of the thesis. For an exhaustive list of known CNN tasks we refer to
[58].

In all tasks we consider bipolar (±1) inputs and outputs, and consider the
actual "image" to be in black (+ 1) on a white ( -1) "background".
The abbreviations introduced below, e.g.,"HLD", may be applied to both
the task itself or the network performing that task, i.e., horizontal line detection or horizontal line detector, respectively.
Some of the tasks may be realized by various CNNs, e.g., by means of
coupled or uncoupled CNN, with 0 or -1 boundary values, or with different
number of parameters. We, therefore, do not make any mention of possible
realizations and leave the specifications of a realization to the corresponding
sections.
These tasks can be explored by using the graphical simulator presented in
Appendix B, which is accessible through the Internet.

Appendix A. CNN Task Library
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Shadowing (SH)
The SH template projects the shadow of objects in the input image to the left
when illuminated from the right side (Fig. A.I).

Figure A.I: Shadowing.

Horizontal Line Detection (HLD)
A horizontal line can be defined as the succession of at least two black pixels
(in the horizontal direction). A HLD extracts these structures and turns any
other configuration to background color. In terms of CNNs, a HLD can be
described as a network that turns the output of any isolated (in the horizontal
direction) black cell into white and leaves the outputs of the remaining cells
unchanged (Fig. A.2).
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Figure A.2: Horizontal line detection.

Connected Component Detection (CCD)
A connected component is an an-ay of consecutive black cells. A CCD reduces connected components along the horizontal direction to a single pixel
and shifts them toward the right with a one-pixel separation. The operation
can also be interpreted as that of a counter which counts the number of contiguous blocks in the horizontal direction (Fig. A.3).
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Figure A.3: Connected cOlnponent detection.
Hole Filling (HF)
A HF fills the interior of all closed contours in the image. Fig. A.4 shows typical input and output of a HE
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Figure A.4: Hole filling.
Edge Extraction (EE)
This is the inverse operation of hole filling (Fig. A.5). Black cells whose upper,
lower, right, and left neighbors are black turn white.
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Figure A.5: Edge extraction.
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Global Connectivity Detection (GCD)
A GCD determines whether a given geometric pattern is globally connected in
one contiguous piece, or it is decomposed of two or more disconnected components.
It deletes any connected objects that are "marked" in the binary image. An object is marked by changing at least one pixel from black to white in the initial
state. The output contains the unmarked objects only (Fig. A.6).

(a) Input u

(b) Initial state x(O)

(c) Desired output y*

Figure A.6: Global connectivity detection,.

Appendix B

Sintulation and Visualization of
CNN Dynantics

B.l

Introduction

For teaching, research, and demonstration purposes, a graphical simulator for
CNNs has been developed. In contrast to other simulators, the CNN cells are
visualized in a grid structure, the values of input and states being represented
by colors. Input and initial images can easily be generated and changed even
while the integration of the system is in progress, and an oscilloscope function
allows the quantitative study of CNN transients, thus providing insight into the
dynamics of the network.
For those who are new to the world of CNNs, a series of predefined templates sets and demonstrations are available, which makes the simulator a valuable educational tool. Advanced users and CNN expert can examine manuallyentered and parameterized templates and catTy out experiments in a very broad
spectrum of CNN theory and applications, including quantitative behavior, robustness aspects, settling time, state limitations, different output functions,
and numerical integration methods.
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Since the program is written in Java and accessible through World Wide
Web on
http://www.isi.ee.ethz.chrhaenggi/CNN_web/CNNsim_adv.html.

there is no need to download and compile it explicitly, and it is easily and
publicly accessible.
A short introduction to CNNs and a detailed manual about the simulator is
available under
http://www.isi.ee.ethz.chrhaenggi/CNN_web/CNNsim_adv_manual.html.

A detailed description of the features of the simulator is published in [39].

B.2 Brief Characterization
The simulator basically integrates a CNN defined by (1.5). The cloning template is restricted to the nearest-neighbor case and assumed to be spatially
invariant.
The graphical user interface (GUl, Fig. B.l) provides two M x N grids
representing the input Uij on the left grid, and the state xij(t) or the output
Yij(t) on the other. White pixels represent the value of -1, black pixels +1.
When the color of a cell turns red it means that its state xij (t) is greater than
1, whereas green cells signify xij (t) < -1 . For the values in between, a greyscale is applied. A useful feature of this simulator is that it permits toggling
input and state values not only before starting the simulation, but even during
the integration process which enlarges the scope of interesting investigations.
The simulator is based on all the features of an earlier version [59] and
its operation is very similar. However, its functionality, is greatly enhanced,
which permits the user to cany out far more interesting experiments within a
broad range of CNN theory and design.
In addition to the two grids, the user interface consists of buttons, numerical fields, and menu cards (choices). Temporarily inactive buttons and menus
appear in light gray, and values in numerical fields may be mutated only when
their background is white.
Most features are accessible through the main menu in the lower left corner of the GUl (Fig. B.l). When starting, the menu card Templates is open;

B.2. Brief Characterization
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"Figure B.t: The graphical user interface of the sinlulator.

by clicking on it, the menu cards Input&State, Size&Boundary, Perturbation&Robustness, Model, Trajectory Viewer, and Library are accessible.
To get acquainted with the simulator (and with CNNs, for those who are
new to the world of CNNs), a series of demonstrations with predefined images
and cloning templates has been implemented. In the same menu, a number of
input images is available to facilitate the experiments.
In summary, the simulator provides a useful tool for the experienced researcher interested in investigating CNN dynamics, and for the CNN designer
interested in such important features as robust template design and settling
time. It also provides a useful learning tool for the newcomer to the theory
and design of the CNN.

Appendix B. Simulation and Visualization of CNN Dynamics
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B.3

Technical Information

To run the simulator in a web browser the browser needs to understand Java
version 1.1.5 or later. Browsers known to work with the CNN Simulator are
• The HotJava Browser.
http://www.java.sun.com

• The Internet Explorer version 4.x for Windows95/98/NT and some Unix
dialects.
http://www.mlcrosoft.com

• The Netscape Navigator version 4.06 or later.
For Unix variants (including Linux):
ftp://sunsite.cnlab-switch.ch/mirror/netscape/communicator/4.08/
shipping/english/unix!

For Windows95/98/NT:
ftp://sunsite.cnlab-switch.ch/mirror/netscape/communicator/4.08/
shipping/engl ish/wi ndows/wi ndows95_or_ntJ

For future versions of the communicator, please contact
http://www.netscape.com.

In the Preferences or Options of the browser, its Java capabilities must be
enabled before the simulator is activated. Note that depending on your operating system, the GUI of the simulator may look different from the examples in
this paper.
The size of the simulator is 160KB. Depending on the speed of the internet
connection, the download process will take between a few seconds and (at
most) one or two minutes. No further transfer of program data is necessary as
long as no other URL is visited. If the Disk Cache and/or the Memory Cache
option is enabled in the browser, then a local copy of the simulator will be
kept on disk or in memory.
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CNN input vector
input of cell i
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